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ANALYSIS
M ay 1953

HE RETURN of seriousness among the economists has been
the most interesting recent development. It was curiously
enough the most optimistic among them, Mr. Colin Clark writing
in the economic survey of the Manchester Guardian, who stated
that the true value of the Pound was 2.50 Dollars, or even 2.25,
and that it would have to be devalued to that figure : his diagnosis
merits attention not only by reason of his considerable and diverse
experience but, •-also, on account of the subsequent justification
of many of his previous predictions. The gathering economic
situation, which is not improved by the first indications of “ peace
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scare” on Wall Street, and the comments of several authorities
in the various technical journals, requires a detailed analysis,
but we will defer any further unpleasantness to a subsequent issue
as on this occasion we are already inflicting upon the reader a
substantial analysis of Bevanism. These few introductory notes
may therefore be permitted to deal to some extent with lighter
subjects; for instance the Ministers who recently returned from
Washington supplied with a plentiful stock of soothing bromedens,
but, apparently, little else.
Bromedens

Really Mr. Eden threatens in the ripe growth of a style of speech
which is at once platitudinous and obscure to become a second
MacDonald ; and the emergence of a new Ramsay of the Right
can be an affliction which even this generation of parliamentarians
has scarcely merited.
Very soon we shall be treated to that elevating line of “ on and
on and up and up ” perorations which were so justly celebrated
among the younger generation when MacDonald was Prime
Minister some twenty odd years ago. This moving thought must
first have occurred to him on a romantic journey which he used
to describe with repetitive gusto on private occasions : he and his
party had once ridden up the lower slopes of the Himalayas upon
donkeys whose performances he greatly admired and was wont
ever after to recommend and to extol—“ Aye, they went, on and
on and up and up, indefatigable beasts ”, he used to conclude
sententiously.
Such styles of thought and speech are an amusement to easy
ages but can become a dangerous and explosive irritant in
serious times.
German and Russian C ontrasts

If the economic situation at home, and various grave questions
abroad, develop as they may, all this pretty posturing which aspires
to succeed the ageing lion will have to wield a better tempered
steel than the blade which flashed into combat against Germans
who had already been overthrown in the earthquake o f 1945,
but was not quite so ready in challenge to the still standing Com
munism of 1953. For a German to believe in the policy o f Europe
a Nation is apparently still held to be a bigger threat to the security
of the British forces in Germany than for a Russian to shoot down
4
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an unarmed English aeroplane to flaming death on German soil.
(The art of bullying and the fa?ade of resolute character have doubt
less to be adapted to the strength of the opponent. Even then,
how easy is miscalculation ; the suggestion that it is criminal for
Dr. Naumann to hope to form a German government in four years
time may easily result in that hope being realised much sooner
by vote of the German people.) Any moral case our present leaders
may ever have claimed to possess becomes gravely impaired when
even the most prejudiced can no longer pretend that at the outbreak
of war Germany had committed even a fraction of the crimes against
humanity which Russia has committed since the war ; and recently
committed against England. We do not suggest that we should
have gone to war over this incident : we merely note the disparity
in the treatment of Germans and Russians which arises from one
of the most dangerous complexes of that small circle of vain and
narrow men who have long had too much influence in British
public life. We shall continue, when necessary, to expose their
confusions and absurdities, however much this may offend the
smooth amenities which mask the failure of so much pretentiousmediocrity.
New Soviet Attitude
We have long held the view .that the Soviets must in the end
decide to advance or retreat: they are unlikely to remain
indefinitely in a position which is at once provocative and exposed.
It is more than possible that some definite evidence concerning this
decision will eventually follow the death of Stalin. As we noted
in our last issue, the ominous symptoms of this period are the
redoubled efforts to win the Germans ; this is more likely to mean
advance, but this tendency has since been reversed by the new
attempt to woo the Jews which is as cynical as the previous move
to sacrifice them. Symptoms of unwonted “ goodwill ” in the
East have recently been hailed in the West, without many indications
of understanding what “ goodwill ” means in this context. For
a change in Soviet policy to appeasement of the West would mean of
course that they hope through a relaxation of tension and
consequent reduction in armaments to create economic difficulties
in the West, which will advance their cause with more effect and
less r is k ; we described in our March issue some of the wider
possibilities of this method. It is such a much better tactic
for Communism than the kind of cold war which creates an
5
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economic boom in the West that the only surprise is the long delay
in its adoption ; perhaps after all Stalin was the factor of rigidity.
In any case this situation would be much better than war, and with
wisdom, resolution, and hardihood, we can survive i t ; even the
after dinner speeches at the vodka banquets. But it will remain
the duty of some to look beyond the roseate mists.
Lyttleton and Empire “ Liquidation ”
While Conservative foreign policy in one generation has reduced
Britain to a voluble but impotent spectator of Russian outrage,
Conservative imperial policy fades into the abject surrenders of
Socialism. Lyttleton limbers up behind Creech Jones for an
amiable amble to the end of white rule in Africa. (We report
his actual words on page 25 in our study of Bevanism ; the new
Conservatism seems quite at one with both wings of Labour on
this subject) Even the Daily Express, champion of Imperialism,
contained a leading article which loosely described the situation
of the white population in the Union of South Africa in terms of
panic which are entirely at variance with the facts : “ they ponder
with absolute terror the thought of what would happen if the
Africans rose in a body against their rulers”. The Afrikaner
on the other hand remembers what happened when he faced this
clash before with muzzle-loading muskets and has no great
apprehension of the result if he has to fight again with tanks and
aeroplanes directed by wireless telegraphy. His equanimity is
supported by the spectacle of complete order in South Africa and
of wild disorder in the territory controlled by the British
Conservative Government. Those who will the end o f their rule
soon achieve it. Cripps triumphs in a posthumous leadership of
the Conservative Party to the “ liquidation ” o f Empire, which he
announced so confidently before that Party sent him as Ambassador
to Moscow for the winning of Russian support against Germany ;
the bleak smile of the vegetarian lawyer now presides at yet another
bankruptcy ; sic transit------ In such circumstances it is a relief
to turn from politics to the European theatre, which in this issue
occupies some of the space usually given to literature.
Tim es Literary Supplem ent

In this region, the Times Literary Supplement, which is now well
on the way to establishing a firm position as a leading provincial
journal in the new American empire of the mind, is concerned that
6
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we do not appear to like “ Dons and Socialists ” : we hope rapidly
to increase this cause of complaint by multiplying and diversifying
our assaults upon the intellectual position of old fashioned
socialists and new fashioned professors, whom we believe to be
more responsible than most people for the present situation of
Europe. On any question of style in this academic sphere we
would always prefer that bur contributors incurred a charge of
pomposity rather than fall into that unhappy mode in which all
thought and writing is continuously relieved, or broken, by the
nervous titter of the intellectually castrated.
M r. C haplin

.

Any system of thought is fortunate whose adversaries persist
in supplying their own caricatures. On the other hand the satirist
loses his profession when it is beyond the power of tongue or pen
to make his subjects more ridiculous than the original handiwork
of nature ; it is an idle task to gild the lily, and lacks artistry.
Such reflections might touch with amusement, and melancholy,
any opponent of the values temporarily dominant in the culture
of this continent, who observed the reception given to Mr. Chaplin
by certain sections of European society ; hailing him with ecstasy,
not only as a clown, but as a philosopher of genius.
We do not join in any strictures upon Mr. Chaplin or his art
when he continues in his role of the greatest public entertainer of
our time. It is only when the most jejune twaddle, which the duller
weeklies used to churn out some thirty years ago, is presented in
a film farce with fanfares of solemnity as a new and profound
philosophy that Mr. Chaplin becomes tedious; unpleasantly,
instead of pleasantly, ridiculous. Even then we could forgive this
great artist a familiar aberration ; it is a time-honoured idio
syncrasy of remarkable men to be proud of their lacunae rather
than of their accomplishments. It is rather the more extreme
devotees of Mr. Chaplin who reduce this amiable tendency to a
caricature of European values which claims analysis. The fault
lies not in himself but in the wishful stars of his new social
environment that he has become the last dream-fulfilment of ail
that is “ underling ” in modern Europe. After Mr. Chaplin’s
experience in some of the capitals of the old continent any of the
Marx brothers who contemplated a holiday tour might be well
advised to issue a preliminary notice in the historic phrase
“ Myself I am no Marxian
What was the reason for the
7
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extraordinary commotion about the rather commonplace film,
which is reviewed on page 55 of this issue, and about the arrival
in Europe of a popular comedian who had often been here before
without evoking any particular excitement ? Was it the yearning
to be indirectly rude to America, which had treated Chaplin rather
too seriously, without incurring any consequence so direct as a
curtailment of American charity ; the simple desire to bite the
American hand, while continuing to feed from it ? We believe
the complex goes deeper; it is precisely because Mr. Chaplin
is such a superb artist that he has become a divinity to those who
really are what he pretends to be. He is the clown of genius who
portrays the successful revolt of what was underneath, and is still
very ill at ease when it finds itself on top. On the screen he is the
living and walking embodiment of all those deep and well-founded
inferiority complexes which neither wealth, nor the greatest variety
of stimulants and sedatives it commands, can ever entirely conceal.
These new exemplars of social charm and Western culture fluttered
round Chaplin in a hysteria of adulation to worship themselves
in the apotheosis of the clown.

BEVANISM: BRITAIN’S CONTRADICTION
IN TERMS
CCIDENT plays a certain part in politics, and the best laid
plans sometimes turn out very differently from the intentions
of their authors. Mr. Bevan owes very much of his present fortune
to an accident which arose from a miscalculation of his chief
opponents within the Labour Party. It was a very simple matter :
the method of voting for the Labour Party’s National Executive
Committee was changed on the initiative of Mr. Morrison and Dr.
Dalton. Their plan was to free the political wing in some degree
from dependence on the Trade Unions : the result was to create
the reputation of their chief opponent Mr. Bevan. A deeper basis
of principle, which we will later examine, underlies this purely
mechanistic occurrence. But it is interesting first to consider
for a moment how great a part mechanics play in English politics.
Most people understand that the principal difference between English
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and Continental Parliamentary life arises from a difference in the
system of voting. A change to some form of proportional
representation in England would produce more parties, and
incidentally would give a chance to new parties in face of the great
party machines which in normal times confront an electorate with
the necessity to choose between two dominant parties in single
member constituencies. It would also produce greater stability,
in fact if not in form, by promoting government through the shifting
combinations of the centre which are familiar on the C ontinent:
the reason is that the present system threatens to alternate in the
new political conditions between a right wing Conservatism and a
left wing Socialism.
These basic issues of the national voting system begin to be
appreciated by most political thinkers. But the effect already
caused by a slight change in the internal system of voting, which
controls the machine of the Labour Party, is not so widely under
stood. It accounts almost entirely for the rise of Bevanism and
for the greater opportunity now available to a challenger of the
party machine within the Labour Party. Until recently elections
to the National Executive were by vote of the whole Conference ;
the vote of the constituency parties was submerged in the vote
of the great Trade Unions and became insignificant. The change
introduced by Mr. Morrison and Dr. Dalton enabled the con
stituency parties to elect their own representatives, with the result
that the reformers lost their seats on the executive to the triumphant
Bevanites. For the first time the personal desires and general
will to change of the constituency parties could find effective ex
pression. These organisations had always been important in f a c t;
they now also became important in name. They were always
important in fact because their members did nearly all the
work of the Party at election times, and also maintained the propa
ganda of the Party between elections. The only active part of the
Trade Unions was to provide the m oney; except for the con
tinuous influence of the leadership on the rank and file of the Trade
Unions, which was, of course, exerted in favour of the Labour
Party. As all the more ardent spirits of the Party were naturally
to be found among the active workers within the constituency
parties, it is not surprising that a more revolutionary temper has
always existed in these organisations than in the rank and file of
the Trade Unions.
It is true that nearly all the members of the constituency
9
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parties are, also, Trade Unionists; but those with advanced
views usually represent the majority opinion within a constituency
party and only a minority opinion within the Trade Union
to which they belong. Therefore, the constituency parties are
always well to the left of the ordinary members of the Trade
Unions, and still further to the left of the Trade Union leaders,
many of whom by natural inclination would have been found on
the side of Conservatism if the accident of birth had not in early
life virtually confined them to the ranks of the organised workers ;
for the real basis of present English politics, despite every assevera
tion to the contrary, remains a fairly rigid caste or class system.
So it is not difficult to understand that a divergence of view
within the party between constituency parties and the Trade Union
leadership is likely to develop even in normal times : all fissiparous
tendencies are naturally accentuated by a testing period of govern
ment and power.
The phenomenon of the left which breaks away from a
moderate centre, faced with the actual responsibility of govern
ment, is familiar to all countries and to many periods. The
reasons for this tendency being stronger in Britain than in any
other country are not so well known ; they arise from the
peculiarities of the island position. The desire to create a Socialist
state runs up against the facts of the international situation ; and
the bump is harder when Socialism has inherited internationalism
as a creed from Liberalism, which is the case within the leadership
of Labour. It is difficult to reconcile the welfare state and a top
heavy structure of taxation with the necessity, in some periods,
to sell as much as one-third of the total production on world
markets in open competition with the low paid labour of highly
organised capitalist states ; in these circumstances international
Socialism becomes virtually a contradiction in terms. In Britain
therefore a particular factor is added to the general tendency for
the left wing of Socialist movements to break away from the moder
ate centre under the testing strain of office. The relative timidity
of the central leadership is enhanced by the knowledge that a blunder
which curtails the export trade may rapidly deprive the country
of the ability to pay for necessary imports, with the consequence
of industrial standstill through lack of raw material and the threat
of mass starvation in a territory which is very far from being selfsufficient in foodstuffs.
Precisely the same situation occurred some twenty years ago
10
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in the revolt of Sir Oswald Mosley ; although the policy advanced
by his movement to meet this dilemma was fundamentally different
from that of the Bevanites (it is interesting however to recall in passing
that Mr. Bevan, who is a contemporary of Mosley, was one of the
Labour M.P.s who signed the latter’s manifesto after he resigned
from MacDonald’s second Labour Government). At that, time
the system of voting for the National Executive had not been changed;
it was impossible for the constituency parties to give any vote
which was separate from that of the great Trade Unions. The
constituency parties numbered some four to five hundred, who were
accorded one thousand votes each, while the big Trade Unions
like the Miners’ Federation or National Union of Railwaymen
had a voting strength of some eight hundred thousand apiece.
It was recorded by close observers during the decisive vote taken
at the Labour Party Conference on Mosley’s motion against the
Government in 1931 that the constituency parties had voted some
ten to one in his favour. However, even with considerable support
from the smaller Trade Unions, this was still insufficient to carry
the day against the block vote of the main Trade Unions. Further,
as the constituency parties had no independent representatives
on the National Executive, they had no chance of otherwise
expressing their opinion.
It is interesting to note how much greater strength the revolt
developed at that time than has yet been gathered by Mr. Bevan.
For Mosley was returned to the National Executive by a heavy vote
of a whole Conference which was commanded by the Trade Unions,
and his opponent Mr. Thomas was defeated, although he was leader
of the powerful National Union of Railwaymen. It is clear that the
revolt of that time had very great Trade Union backing, and its
leadership had avoided that break with the Trade Union leadership
which has been one of the chief blunders of Mr. Bevan. In fact,
the whole issue of that Conference turned on another accident,
the story of which is not widely known. Mr. A. J. Cook, the
revolutionary leader of the miners, had signed the Mosley Manifesto
and was hurrying to the Conference to obtain the vote of the Miners’
Federation in favour of the Mosley motion, which he undoubtedly
would have done because his influence in this Trade Union was
then decisive ; but his taxi broke down en route, and the miners’
vote was given the other way. If he had arrived in time the Govern
ment would have been defeated by a decisive majority, and the
history of Labour and of the country might have been very different.
U
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There was at that time a much greater concentration of revolution
ary forces within the Labour Party, both of constituency parties, of
Trade Union rank and file and of important Trade Union leadership.
By an accident that revolt was kept down ; by an accident the new
revolt of Mr. Bevan has been thrown up. What the rank and file
of Labour thinks can now be made known to the world by the
independent vote of the constituency parties, and that articulate
expression of revolt has brought to prominence a man who represents
that insurgent instinct and nothing else. For when we turn from
this mechanistic accident to the opinion of the movement which
has come to be known as Bevanism we encounter the most absurd
tissue of elementary contradictions which have ever obscured
English politics. In themselves these views are entirely without
importance; they are only worth considering because they are
an expression of the baffled English left which can find no escape
from ineluctable dilemmas. These problems are the same which
confronted the last revolt twenty years ago, but they are naturally
aggravated by the subsequent deterioration in the state of Britain.
The traditional markets and the accumulated investments of nine
teenth century capitalism still gave international Socialism some
breathing space at that time ; but these assets were seriously
impaired by the recent war. For a little while the sellers’ market,
and the absence of Germany and Japan from the field o f com
petition, obscured the permanent situation of the future, just long
enough for Labour to enjoy two periods of office. But “ external
factors”, as Mr. Attlee called them, were already casting their
shadow over the welfare sta te; they were nothing more or less
than the growing competition of world capitalism challenging
Labour on world markets which had largely learnt to supply
themselves or to find other sources of supply, while Britain was
engaged in war. Labour escaped from the “ external factors ”
at the election of 1951, just in time to avoid the return of Germany
and Japan as additional competitors and the prospect o f an
American surplus competing for the same restricted markets when
the American armament boom has passed its peak.
It was not surprising in these conditions that a rift developed
between a central leadership which faced some facts and a left wing
movement which faced none. For the new factor in the recurrent
revolt within the Labour Party is that Mr. Bevan and his friends
make no contact at any point with the reality which is the occasion of
revolt. The deep malaise of the British Socialist movement arises
12
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from the particular difficulty of exposing nationalised industries on
world markets not only to the high efficiency of capitalist competition
but also to the assault of coolie labour which has been supplied
with modern machinery by finance seeking more profitable invest
ment and less taxation. Yet Mr. Bevan’s remedy is to persist in
international Socialism and to nationalise more industries. It
is this aspect of his revolt which differentiates it profoundly from
that of his predecessor. For Mosley affirmed that it was impossible
to pursue a policy of international Socialism in these conditions
and that Socialism in England must therefore assume an altogether
different shape. This doctrine led him first into an imperial
Socialism which sought to develop the Empire as a source of supply
and of self-contained market insulated from the competition of
world capitalism, and, later, after the loss of the imperial position,
into the wider and in many respects very different concept of
European Socialism which sought the union of Europe and the
pooling of African colonies to provide an adequate source of supply
and of market which was likewise free from the chaos of world
capitalism.
This difference in policies resulted naturally in different positions :
it was impossible for Mosley to remain within the party, but it
was quite possible for Mr. Bevan. It was differences on principle
which led Mosley to the “ act of insanity ” in the opinion o f many
contemporary commentators by throwing away his position when
he apparently had the whole situation in his hands. The contrast
between that situation and the present situation is described by
the book* of Mr. John Scanlon, who was one of Labour’s leading,
journalists, and private secretary to Labour’s late Attorney General,
Sir Patrick Hastings ; it contained the following passage :
“ By the time Sir Oswald rose to make his speech the Conference
had returned to normality, and the volume of cheering which greeted
his rising showed the amazing hold he had acquired on the minds
of the delegates.. . .
Sir Oswald’s vote was the biggest challengeever delivered to the party machine. In the Press and the
Labour Movement itself, the discussion now centred round
the problem of how long it would be before Sir Oswald became the
party leader. Even without a crack in the party fortunes it was
easy to see that changes must soon come. No other leader was
in sight. . . Therefore every prophet fixed on Sir Oswald as the
next party leader. Even Socialists who had no particular love for
Sir Oswald were saying nothing could stop it. All the prophets
however had overlooked the one man who could stop it — Sir
Oswald himself”.
*

Decline and Fait o f the Labour P arty by John Scanlon.
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This historical account of a previous occasion is interesting because
it illustrates two conflicting factors which have to be appraised in
any estimate of the present position. On the one hand the situation
was then more serious for the party machine, because it had suffered
a more general reverse in the esteem of the party ; and yet it was
able to survive : on the other hand that situation was to some
extent relieved by the deliberate decision of Mosley to leave the
party, which was inevitable in the light of the opinions he held,
while the present situation continues to develop by reason of Mr.
Bevan’s desire to remain within the party, which is equally inevitable
in the light of the opinions he holds. For Mosley had then reached
the conclusion which made his departure from Labour certain ;
he believed the whole structure of the party to be inadequate to the
modem problem and its basic principle of international socialism to
be an error which could only end in fatality if seriously applied.
Mr. Bevan however suffers from no such limitations ; he is able to
remain in the party because he differs only on the single point that he
wishes the traditional policies of Labour to be more thoroughly
applied. He wants more nationalisation, not less ;' more militancy
against the Tory “ vermin ” at home but less armament against the
Soviet danger abroad ; more criticism of American policy, but more
cash from the American Treasury ; more money to spend on
charity, disguised as health, but less freedom to earn it. He wants
a third block of nations on the quaint condition that they must be
weak ; his fear of Germany and of all vital elements in Europe
precludes his co-operation with any third force that might be effective.
He wants to intensify the policy of the welfare state until nature
itself is denied ; his ambition is always to make two false teeth
appear where only one real tooth grew before. He possesses in
high degree the pathology of the under-dog, which well equips
him for present Labour leadership but incapacitates him for future
statesmanship. He knows well how to play on every chord of
vague socialist sentiment and pacificist tradition ; his music is
effective as propaganda within the Socialist Party because it is
familiar, but it is out of date in a rapidly changing age precisely
because it is so familiar ; every idea of Bevanism belongs to the
nineteenth century.
In all the circumstances the only surprise is that he has not won
more support from the rank and file within the Trade Unions as
well as within the constituency parties. It is conceivable that the
manifest contradictions of his policy, and the total unreality of
14
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his attitude within the modern world affords some explanation ;
even the Labour Party becomes educated. To discover whether
our crude summary of Bevanism is a travesty or approximate
truth, we must study not only the utterances of Mr. Bevan but of
his expert assistants who would have the painful task of translating
his principles into practice if he were ever accorded power by the
party machine and by the electorate. The terms of reference are
Mr. Bevan’s own book In Place o f Fear ; the pamphlet issued when
he and Mr. Harold Wilson resigned from the Labour Government,
One Way Only ; and two publications War on Want and In Place
o f Dollars, which are chiefly, or entirely, the work of Mr. Harold
Wilson, and should be studied in conjunction with his broadcast
summary of the same doctrine. In Place o f Fear and One Way
Only are little more than an emotional restatement of the traditional
international socialist position, well padded out with sufficient
facts and figures, culled from a long period in office, to prove that
Mr. Bevan is not without that academic advice which is necessary
to allay the still active inferiority complex of the normal Labour
leader. Labour loves a professor as dearly as the middle classes
used to love a lord, and in the ranks of Bevanism the demand is
met by an ample supply of Mr. Harold Wilson. His works go far
beyond the conclusion of One Way Only which provides an
epitome both of this pamphlet and of Mr. Bevan’s book in the
words
“ We believe that for the Labour Movement of Great Britain . . .
there is indeed only one way — a return to the philosophy in which
we were born and by which we grew”.
It is the hard task o f Mr. Wilson to save Bevanite policy from
the consequences of a serious application in modern conditions
of that traditional policy of the Labour Party ; and he is very
far from being successful.
So far Bevanism has only secured one success either in con
structive thought or in accomplished f a c t; and that was achieved
not by foresight, but by prejudice. Mr. Bevan resigned on the
narrowest possible issue of traditional Labour policy in which,
originally, quite minor issues and very trivial figures were
involved ; he wanted a cut in armament expenditure in order to
avoid a cut in the expenditure of the welfare state. There was
nothing very novel in th a t ; Labour has always been against
armaments and in favour of social services. Mr. Bevan merely
seized a good occasion to implement the traditional prejudice of
his Party and consequently to benefit his own position; but in
15
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the complete absence of thought among his opponents prejudice
turned out to be a winner. Neither the orthodox Labour leaders
nor the Conservative leaders had fully realised the havoc caused
in the fortune of Britain by the last war ; and their panic at the
sudden menace of Russia, which they likewise had failed to foresee,
also considerably outstripped their powers of analysis and reason.
They embarked without much thought, or any serious preparation,
on a programme of rearmament which they later believed was
likely to overtax the national strength to the point of breakdown ;
the belated recovery of their power of reckoning then happened to
coincide with Mr. Churchill’s estimate that the development of
new weapons by America was a very powerful deterrent to a
Russian attack. The resultant reduction in the armament pro
gramme was consequently a Bevanite triumph. Never was there
a more remarkable case of shooting at the sparrow and hitting
the swan. For Mr. Bevan resigned on an issue as trivial as a
shortage of false teeth, but was justified by world-shaking events
in the sphere of science and long-term economics of which he had
not a notion in the world. While he was groping for an old
tradition he stumbled for a moment upon a modern reality ; it
would be ungenerous to delve further into this triumph of a
perspicacious sagacity.
It is more serious to observe how the ex-University professor
and Chancellor of the Exchequer designate, Mr. Harold Wilson,
labours to reconcile the traditional international socialism ,of
Bevanism with the hard realities of an island position in a com
petitive capitalist world. The first answer is indeed remarkable ;
for Mr, Wilson believes in a return to the classic capitalism of the
nineteenth century. In this policy he is at one with his chief rival
Mr. Gaitskell, who was Chancellor of the Exchequer in the last
Labour Government, and is also an ex-University professor.
Mr. Wilson has a second, or alternative policy, which we will later
examine; but his first and preferred policy is nothing more nor
less than a return to nineteenth century capitalism with America
replacing Britain as world moneylender. The only contact of that
policy with any form of socialism is that the programme is
entirely according to Marx ; in the sense that it is precisely what
Marx prophesied capitalism at this stage would become. Paradox
is piled on paradox, and, in the name of Socialism, the Bevanites
attempt to restore capitalism in precisely the manner which Marx
foretold would prelude capitalist collapse. Every socialist
16
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knows that Karl Marx prophesied exactly this ; the internal
contradictions of capitalism would always lead to the dumping of
surplus production in backward lands : the process of dumping
the surplus would then lead to the rule of finance and the
imperialism of the wealthiest capitalist powers. We need not
elaborate because the classic sequence of that thought is familiar
to all who know anything of socialist theory ; the only surprise
is that the causative chain should again be set in motion by the two
economic experts of the Labour Party. However it is much too
soon for the Communists to exult, as many a word will be spoken
and deed done after the last word of Mr. Bevan.
Let us define precisely what we mean — by this attempt of Mr.
Wilson to restore nineteenth century capitalism. Two fears run
through Bevanite policy ; the first, that the armament programme
will bring collapse under the strain of a burden which is too great
for British economy to sustain : the second that the passing of the
armament boom will mean an intensified competition on world
markets which the nationalised industries of the island welfare
state cannot face. Some of the Bevanites at least realise that
directly they achieve their aim of reducing armaments they will
run up against the old dilemma of international socialism ; they
will not be able to sell sufficient goods on world markets in face of
capitalist competition to buy the foodstuffs and raw materials
they must import in order to live on a small and congested island.
So they propose that American capital should develop the backward
areas of the world with immense investments of money (surplus
production) in order that these regions shall acquire the purchasing
power to buy British goods. The renewed capacity to sell British
goods abroad will enable Britain in turn to buy either from these
areas or from America the goods she cannot produce herself.
America is to be in part requited by the raw materials thus
developed ; but like Britain in the nineteenth century America
must permanently divest herself of a large proportion of her total
production in the thankless role of the world’s moneylender
(Marxian allzu Marxian). The restoration of a multilateral system
of free exchange and the development of a higher purchasing power
in backward areas, under the financial leadership of America, is
the practical proposal of both the ex-Chancellor of the Exchequer
in the last Labour Government, Mr. Gaitskell, and the future
Chancellor in a Bevanite Government, Mr. Wilson.
To prove this point it is necessary to quote from two speeches
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which were delivered on occasions so important that the orators
must have prepared their words with care. Mr. Gaitskell speaking
at the Executive Club in Chicago on Friday, 15th May 1952, said
“ It is probably reasonable to assume that even under conditions
of high economic activity in the United States and with the kind
of restrictions which exist on dollar imports to the rest of the world,
the U.S.A. seems likely to enjoy a surplus of three to five billion
dollars a year. A surplus of this kind may and probably will be of
great benefit to the rest of the world providing it is the reflection
of a regular flow of overseas investments undertaken because it
facilitates higher production in other countries and with a reasonable
prospect that it can be repaid___ The United States can by over
seas investments or in other ways make additional dollars available
to the rest of the world — ideally no doubt the surplus would be
covered by a steady stream of long term foreign investment ”.
It is moving at length to understand the ideals of Mr. Gaitskell
and still more touching to realise that those of Mr. Wilson
correspond very closely to them. Mr. Wilson speaking over the
B.B.C. as reported in the Listener 6th March 1952 said
“ America. . . has still to learn the full duties of a creditor nation.
In the nineteenth century Britain was the creditor nation : we
recognised our responsibilities in two ways. We kept an open
door, in the shape of free trade, to the products of the rest of the
world, and we invested capital abroad on a prodigious scale, without
always seeking the security that it would be repaid ”.
The only difference between the pundits seems to be that Mr.
Gaitskell believes in a reasonable prospect of being repaid while
Mr. Wilson wants America to indulge the old habit of the British
foreign investor (foretold in Marxian prophecy) and not be too
fortunate in securing repayment; which is, of course, impossible
without disrupting the economy of the lending country. To make
the whole position quite clear Mr. Wilson added in the same
oration
■'
“ the most important economic effects of the war were just those which
disrupted the economies of Western Europe and made them more
dependent on North America, not just for a year or two after the
war, but it is now clear, for a generation to come
But these two speeches do not merely underline the dependence
of Britain on America ; the utterances are identical in that they are
the purest doctrines of old world capitalism. Gaitskell and
Wilson appeaT as the heavenly twins, the Castor and Pollox who
arrive to save capitalism on the last stricken field. The two
best economic authorities of Labour, orthodox and unorthodox,
official and Bevanite, are therefore completely agreed on the funda
mental problem and remedy. They could not have described in
plainer language the system of nineteenth century capitalism, and
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they both want it restored. They both want America to take
Britain’s place as chief moneylender of the world ; in their view
that is to be the only difference between the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. The deep agreement of these two “ experts ” and the
nature of the real issues is of course concealed to a large extent
in many of their writings and utterances by a wealth of resounding
platitudes in the most ancient and orthodox socialist terminology,
and the pain of any contact with this deep reality is further
anaesthetised for the rank and file by a disagreement between
Attlee and Bevan about false teeth. We need lose no time on the
honest delusions of the socialist rank and file which are as pitiful
as they are traditional; the practical question is, will the simple
plan to restore nineteenth century capitalism in the name of
twentieth century socialism really work ?
The economic experts of Labour must know that the policy of
exporting capital goods, which they so strongly advocate, must
lead in the end to the equipment of their competitors and the selfsufficiency of markets to which Britain now sells goods and from
which we obtain raw materials. But the trick may last for a few
more periods of Labour in office, if nothing else happens in the
meantime ; apres moi le diluge is the optimum hope of British
socialism in the twentieth century. But have they established even
the premise of this thinking, let alone the conclusion ? Have they
even secured the basis of this last attempt to restore nineteenth
century capitalism in the name of twentieth century socialism ?
(In his pamphlet In Place o f Dollars Mr. Wilson remarks “ Schizo
phrenia is the occupational disease of all governments ” :: it appears
to be not merely a malady but a necessity for Labour economists.)
The decisive question is, will America play, even if this idea would
work ? America may not know much of classic Marxism, but
that hard commonsense is unlikely to use its surplus wealth either
to equip its trade competitors or to assist Russia. America thinks
pragmatically, and, in a situation without precedent, which changes
continually under the impact of modern science, it is not a bad
thing to do. The feeble wishes of Left wing fantasy have little
chance in the power house of Wall Street realism : and, in this
respect, who can deny that hard heads hold some sense ?
For the policy of Bevanism, and to a large extent of Labour as
a whole, can be reduced in this sphere to two basic propositions.
The first is to equip large areas of the east ; for instance, the
pamphlet War on Want, A Plan for World Development, which was
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drafted inter alios by Mr. Harold Wilson and Sir Richard Acland,
summarises a long argument on page 81 by a reference to “ China
as the major undeveloped area” to which the “ International
Development Authority” (financed by America of course) must
pay attention, and adds with a really charming naiveti that this
shows “ the importance of U.S.S.R. being associated with the
task
The second is to reduce substantially the whole armament
programme of the West and to become an even more doubtful
ally whenever America, or anyone else, is confronted by Com
munist aggression. The suggestion that the two propositions in
conjunction should be approved, and the first financed, by America
displays a really primeval innocence of the facts of modern life.
On the other hand, who can doubt that, if funds were supplied by
America, Russia would be only too willing to “ be associated with
the task ” of equipping China until her presently weak ally became
potentially one of the strongest military powers in the world.
Mr. Wilson and his friends observed that if Russia is not so
associated, “ China will presumably be out of the programme
They need have no undue apprehension in this respect; it will
not be Russia but America that is “ out of the programme
Then presumably the three hundred and fifty to four hundred
million pounds per annum which they propose as Great Britain’s
own contribution will have to replace an annual figure “ well in
excess of 10 billion dollars ” which they apparently suggest as the
expenditure of America ; because in the words of a report which
are of more interest to the psychoanalyst than to the serious
statesman :
“ our present hopes for ending the race for armaments are for some
of us tinged with our anxieties about the unemployment which might
engulf us when the arms programmes are reduced. These anxieties
could be mitigated if we resolved now to address ourselves to the
immense task of helping to raise the living standards of about
fifteen hundred millions of our fellow men ”. (War on Want pagel 1.)
But if we leave behind the first fresh innocence which suggests
that America should equip Russia’s present allies, what is the
next proposal ? Their favourite scheme is the pet idea of
Labour’s late Foreign Secretary, Mr. Ernest Bevin, and is known
as the Colombo Plan. This scheme relates to the Commonwealth
countries of South West Asia, and the plan would require the
sum of £1,868,000,000. Again, do we really think that America
is going to spend this money in equipping territories contiguous
to the Soviet power, particularly if Labour will insist on a reduction
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of the armaments by which alone they can be defended ? It is
significant that the proposals for the largest expenditure are always
in territories either now controlled by the Soviet or very vulnerable
to Soviet attack if they are not strongly, defended. The largest
figure mentioned for industrial development alone, $6,610,000,000,
is that for the Far E a st; it is stated that “ the high figure for the
Far East, it should be noted, is largely explained by the tremendous
development problem of China
We duly note it, and also the
following sentence : “ this figure has an important bearing on the
participation of the U.S.S.R. in world development” . The next
highest figure is for South Central Asia $4,310,000,000 : but the
whole of Africa has to be content with $1,780,000,000 and Latin
America with $1,580,000,000. The proposed allocation of money
seems to be in direct ratio to the vulnerability to Soviet occupation
or control and in inverse ratio to any utility to Britain, to Europe,
or to America. A t its worst it is a plan which will result in the
better equipment of Asia for Soviet occupation : and who can
doubt that Soviet control of these additional resources would
exploit them for Soviet advantage in the struggle for world power ?
At its best it is the payment of Danegeld to Soviet Russia and to
Soviet China in the hope that the lion of Communism may be bought
to lie down with the lamb of Socialism : history provides the
precedents by which the hope of success may be judged. The
whole theory rests on the incredible naivete of the assumption
that America will abandon her own defence in favour of the
equipping of her enemies. If that strange wish dream is not realised,
we are back with Britain’s little contribution of three to four hundred
million pounds a year which must develop our own Empire and
every backward land on earth ; and most of the British people
will think that to reduce their standard of life by that amount per
annum in present conditions is a good deal more than they
can afford.
It requires no very long analysis to observe what vestiges of the
practical are to be found in these proposals of the Bevanite professor
to restore nineteenth century capitalism in these conditions. These
theorists have not observed the changes that have occurred in the
face of the globe and in political thinking since the finance houses
of the City of London opened up backward territories in the last
century with more profits to themselves than to the British investor,
or to the British workers whose production they used for the
purpose. Professors are often more apt at appraising the past
than judging the present, or estimating the future. Their nineteenth
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century dream has no contact with twentieth century reality ;
and we must leave to the deluded innocence of the Labour rank and
file to determine what contact is has with Socialism.
But, apart from the deep political and strategic consideration
involved, what is America to get out of it all ? This is a practical
question because the whole plan depends on America, and there
is a limit even to American charity.
It is, of course, a fact that America will eventually require many
raw materials which she cannot produce herself, as the Paley report
described in detail. The proposals of Mr. Wilson will not help
America much in this respect: on page 12 of the pamphlet War on
Want he observes
" we must free ourselves from any idea that the attack on world poverty
will immediately ease our raw material problems as a whole. On
the contrary it will accentuate them. Precious materials, rare
key workers, scarce capital goods, which on a short view we should
have preferred to turn to our own account, will have to be shared
with others in the name of fair shares for all. Balance of payment
problems will at first be accentuated by the financial cost of the
war on want. On all these aspects of the matter it is only in the
long run that the claims of our own self interest coincide with those
of morality
So white America comes well at the end of the yellow and black
queue ; after paying for the whole party. The leisurely pace of
Socialism in office has, also, not much relation to the necessities
of America in a hurry ; the pamphlet continues “ some years are
required to draw up the necessary physical plans, more years to
mobilise the finance, equipment and technical experts required ”.
Can we imagine the Americans waiting for strategic and industrial
raw material on this academic dawdle ? And, if America invests
the money, who is to control and direct the concern ? — American
capitalism or a medley of slow-moving schoolmasters and bureau
crats in a British Socialist Government ? If America pays all
that piper, America will call some tune ; and Mr. Wilson will
find it a little embarrassing to dance to that music at the following
Labour Party Conference. Does Mr. Wilson really imagine that
America will invest in a British Socialist controlled economy at
Dr. Dalton’s 2J per cent with the prospect of a thumping capital
levy at the end of it ? There is not much more chance of America
investing money in areas controlled by the negro democracies
to whom the Labour Party is so anxious to hand over, directly
it can divest itself of its colonial “ trusteeships ”.
Again, America wants a free economy with a free exchange
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and full convertibility of currencies. But the link who is never
missing between Mr. Attlee and Mr. Bevan is Mr. Strachey, the
late War Minister, who was recently at pains to emphasise that
Labour in office would never permit anything of the kind, and would
restore in more vigorous form every control that Conservatism
had removed. We need not elaborate the theme : Bevan and
all that he stands for can never get on with America ; the two
positions are quite irreconcilable ; yet his whole plan, or that
of his thinking staff, depends on America. They want American
money, but they want something very different to America, so they
won’t get America, or her money.
It is quite obvious that all this will not work for a moment; what
then ? Already Bevan has a premonition of what will occur.
The hand outstretched to beg is already partially withdrawn in
favour of that traditional torrent of abuse which follows a rebuff.
In Mr. Bevan’s own speeches about America there has been more
snarl than whine ever since he left office. But, once more, for
anything serious we must refer to Mr. Wilson and to the more
orthodox Mr. Gaitskell, who, also, has something to say about
this subject. In the course of his address to the Economic Club
at Chicago, which we have already cited, Mr. Gaitskell observed
in passing that if the desired help from America did not
“ suffice to provide enough purchasing power and dollars for the
rest of the world to buy what they need from the dollar area and
acquire some gold as well,"we shall be driven back on the only other
course — the further curtailment of imports from the U.S.A by
discriminating restrictions ”.
Mr. Wilson went further and underlined the whole position :
“ any programme for world recovery, and in particular for Britain’s
recovery, therefore must depend on the assumptions that must be
made about America’s attitude. If she co-operates to the full,
and acts as a creditor nation, our task will be hard ; but it will be
possible, given years more of effort and sacrifices. If we cannot
make that assumption, then we must seek our own survival with
ruthless policies of discrimination against dollar goods
In Place
of Dollars page 14.
All this talk of ruthlessness is of course meant to be unpleasant
for America as well as for England ; the Socialist rabbit shows
its teeth. But Mr. Wilson admits it will be much worse for
Britain.
“ On the worst assumption about American action our programme
will need to be pushed to a point that means siege economy for
Britain and outright discrimination against dollar trade. On the
best assumption it will mean efforts and sacrifices, and a degree of
Socialism and planning far greater than anything we have so far
known in Britain ”.
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As twenty millions out of a total population of fifty millions will
depend on outside supplies of foodstuffs it will certainly be some
siege.
But before the Bevanites recapture the heroic spirit of the
defenders of Mafeking, a role is suggested in the pamphlet One
Way Only which is at once more congenial and more natural to
the left-wing politicians ; it is a little pressure on the delicate
spot of American arrangements for Western defence, the un
charitable might even call it political blackmail. Page 12 of the
pamphlet states
“ a long argument could be deployed to show how gravely America’s
own position could be weakened if she lost her European and
particularly her British allies. But the case may be compressed by
citing a single fact. The whole present American strategy is founded
on the possession of bases in Britain ”.
So the amiable intentions of Bevanism seem quite clear, but they
will not work ; this is a bluff that can be too easily called. The
British people might have something to say if Bevanism threatened
to leave them alone without any American aid in face of Russia,
particularly if a Bevanite government were devoting money which
should be spent on Britain’s defence to the equipment of China.
The Americans could reply: “ There they sit — their powers
gone — their spite immortal — a dead nettle ”. Neither the
cajolery to lend money to all Asia so that Lancashire may sell
cotton goods to coolies, nor threats to withdraw bases and thus
expose the American flank to Russian attack, are likely to have the
least effect in reconciling the aspirations of Bevanism to the American
charity which is indispensable to the fulfilment of even a part of
their programme. On the contrary, the rougher they get, the less
they will g e t; the more they show their hand, the more alone they
will stand in the Western world.
So Bevanism in hard practice is bound to be driven back on the
siege economy which they used so lightheartedly as one of their
rhetorical threats to America; what then ? Their only chance
of making it work, even to the extent of the physical survival of
the people of Britain, is the vigorous development of the Colonies.
Their raw materials will still find markets in lands which are closed
to British manufactures, and have been closing ever since Britain
began to lose the original industrial hegemony of the world. The
international socialism of the Labour Party dates from those early
spacious days ; the only chance of its existence now is to sell not
British manufactures but colonial raw materials. That is why the
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Labour Party has discovered the British Empire since the w a r;
just at the very moment when it was lost. But enough is left in
Africa to save Britain if will, energy and resources were avilable
for a single-minded development of that area. Yet all those
qualities are lacking ; British Labour leads the stampede out of
Africa as they led it out of India, and once again Conservatism
meekly follows. The Labour Party’s Colonial Secretary, Mr.
Creech Jones, was quoted with warm approval by the Conservative
Colonial Secretary, Mr. Lyttleton, in a broadcast reported in the
Listener of 12th March 1953.
“ The central purpose of British Colonial policy is simple. It is to
guide the Colonial territories to responsible self-government within
the Commonwealth ”.
Mr. Lyttleton added
“ The aims of Colonial policy are not in dispute between the Parties.
I cannot state them better than in these words ”.
In fact the knell of British Empire was sounded in these words,
and the only hope of Britain saving herself by Colonial development
perished.
This is all very well for a Conservative Party which is prepared
to accept the position of office boy in the chief bureau of world
finance, which has recently changed its address from Throgmorton
Street to Wall Street. It is even conceivable, under certain con
ditions and on certain terms, that the restoration of nineteenth
century capitalism under the leadership of American finance might
continue for a time without a catastrophe so great as to involve
world collapse. But that is not a policy which Bevanism can in
the end explain and defend to the Labour rank and file who still
believe that they are going to get at least nineteenth century
Socialism ; not nineteenth century capitalism. And the only hope
of that policy working in a world which has lost its demand for
British manufactures was to replace those exports with Colonial
raw materials. But Bevanism, and the Labour Party as a whole,
by its general attitude towards the coloured peoples has given the
lead in the abandonment of all real colonial development for
British purposes which the other old parties have now been obliged
to follow. Where does it end “ this principle of trusteeship ”
during a period of transition to “ responsible government for
Colonial peoples ” ? What will the results be in terms of British
survival under present world conditions ? The answer was
supplied, perhaps inadvertently, by Professor J. E. Meade, of the
London University, in a letter to the Times on the subject of the
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“ dollar gap” on 3rd March 1953 only a week before Mr.
Lyttleton’s acceptance of Labour leadership in the renunciation
of British claims to the African Colonial territories. Professor
Meade wrote
“ The West African Colonies for example, are one of our chief dollar
earners. If they were politically free to do so, they would find it
much easier than Canada to join the dollar area. Canada started
with a large excess of imports from the United States and of exports
to us, and economically might have been very tempted to preserve
her export markets here by discriminating in favour of imports from
us. She chose to make a huge reorientation of her export sale
towards the United States. The West African Colonies, on the
other hand, start with a large surplus of exports to the United States
and could easily relax their restrictions of dollar goods without
having to face any structural reorientation of their export trade”.
Thus to promise the salvation of Britain by Colonial development
while promising Colonial self-government is another contradiction
in terms ; and with it vanishes the last serious hope of Bevanism
(and we might add of present Conservatism). Does anyone imagine
for a moment that, when these negro politicians obtain their
political freedom, their love of Britain will long resist the lure
of a dollar which seeks direct supplies of their raw materials. To
prevent all such occurrences the Bevanites, and all international
socialists, must create such enthusiasm for socialism among all
the backward peoples, of the earth that they will all spontaneously
join the Second International and rebuff American capitalism.
But that is exactly what International Socialism has been trying
to do for over a century, with such lack o f success that they are
reduced to their present position. The most deluded innocent
in the rank and file of Labour will scarcely believe any longer
in every hottentot and cannibal islander joining up with the
world’s awkward squad and marching off in quick time for the
millenium to the kettle-drum beat of Mr. Bevan.
So they will get rid o f America, and have already got rid of
British Em pire; what is left ? — not Europe, for no-one in
Europe can delude himself for one moment that Labour will ever
turn to Europe. The British Labour Party will always be held
apart from Europe by its deep suspicions of the political inclinations
of the German, Italian, and Spanish peoples, and by its profound
mistrust and misunderstanding of the subtlety and charm of French
civilisation which it has inherited from its puritan forbears. Even
against this background of deep prejudice, it is, however, a very
remarkable fact that only one brief reference to any form of co
operation with Western Europe appears in the lengthy pamphlet
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entitled In Place o f Dollars written by Mr. Harold Wilson. In
this unique reference he writes
“ similarly we and the rest of Western Europe should do everything
in our power to develop the trade links between East and Western
Europe established in 1947 to 1949. Russian feeding stuffs provided
one-third of our imports of coarse grain in 1948 to 51 : Russian
timber was enough for two hundred and fifty thousand houses in
those years, one-third of the houses built. We took all that Eastern
Europe could supply. But now there is clear evidence that East-West
trade could be developed if we for our part could reduce the strategic
controls to the absolute minimum.. . . American interference in
the development of East-West trade is one of the conditions of
military aid we should resist”.
There we reach the last card of Bevanism, it is Russia. Mr.
Wilson, with all the responsibility of a Chancellor designate in a
Bevan government, is very circumspect in playing i t He still
refers to American aid and speaks of that country as a partner in
all the wildcat schemes we have been discussing. But what will
happen when the whole basis of Bevanism is contemptuously
rejected by America, which is inevitable when America finds out
what is really meant by the advent of a Bevanite government;
the left wing of Bevanism already flaps lightly off to Moscow,
even without provocation ; it is inevitable that the whole Move
ment will make the same pilgrimage.
In this survey we have been concerned with the relatively
responsible leaders of that movement, but we know from
experience of Labour politics which elements will predominate
in a period of storm, when moderation fails, and we see from the
writings which have been quoted how far in the direction of Russia
even the more moderate leaders of Bevanism are already prepared
to go. Who can doubt for a moment that the extreme element
in Bevanism would gain control under the stress of the inevitable
failure of Bevanite government to get what it wants from America ?
Assistance on a great scale from that country is their only hope,
but they have laid down conditions which make its realisation
impossible ; because the nature of their support in the Labour
rank and file compels it. At such a moment the deep complex
of the Labour Left would prevail; it is anti-American and proRussian. So the only serious result of a Bevan government will
be the division of the European front in face of Russian Communism;
that is a menace which needs attention. Apart from this, Bevan
and his movement have even less importance than the traditional
Kerensky position ; they play a less distinguished role.
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The inevitable doom of Bevanism arises from a simple sequence
of errors : they sought the restoration of nineteenth century
socialism in the conditions of the twentieth century ; in practice
their thinkers found it easier to conceive nineteenth century
capitalism than any form of international socialism in an island
which now lives by open competition on the markets of world
capitalism ; this process depended on a close co-operation with
America which the basic psychology of their movement makes
impossible ; their only remaining hope was then the development
of African colonies, but they have pledged themselves to throw
these colonies away ; so they will end, whether they like it or not,
as the dependants of Russia, because they have renounced all means
of independence ; but even this is the last wish dream of fatality
because Russia has not got the means to support them but only
the means to destroy them.
So passes Bevanism ; it is the duty of all Englishmen and of
all Europeans to ensure that England and Europe do not
participate in a farce which may become a tragedy. This movement
aspired to be an American pensioner in the greatest and most
improbable charity the world has yet seen, but in practice can only
become a Russian satellite with starvation as the reward of shame.
Mr. Bevan is the last of the Socialist leaders really to believe in
international socialism ; the futile attempt to reconcile an obsolete
but still popular faith with the hard and unpopular facts of an island
position in the twentieth century has made his doctrine, Britain’s
contradiction in terms.
EUROPEAN.

A NEW PURITANISM
ONCERNING the novels of Mr. Graham Greene and
Mr. Evelyn Waugh a new fashion of criticism has arisen
in which the critic, although writing under the banner of a broad
minded paganism, appears shocked. He is shocked by Mr. Greene’s
suggestion that faith is not incompatible with squalor : he is
shocked by Mr. Waugh’s tendency to laugh at what he loves. In
a peculiar outrage against the intimacy with which religion is treated
he adopts what might appear to be the incongruous r61e of a puritan.
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That this attitude is not incongruous, however, will be clear to
anyone who cares to reflect upon the immense fervour of
intolerance that pagan rationalists have so often commanded.
This new criticism of what is called the “ Catholic Novel ” is
based, also, upon the assumption that Mr. Greene and Mr. Waugh
write as propagandists for the faith they hold. Mr. A. J. Neame,
in his article in last month’s issue o f this review, is at pains to
consider “ how far they succeed in conveying Catholicism as an
intelligible and coherent Weltanschauung ”. But the basis of this
criticism rests upon two misunderstandings : the first, a mis
apprehension of what the Catholic faith is about; the second, a mis
apprehension of what a novel is about. In view of this it is necessary
to state the fundamental irrelevance of the form of such criticism
before an answer can be made to its substance.
The Catholic faith is not, as Mr. Neame suggests, a current
philosophy such as Marxism, Social-Determinism, Existentialism
or Fascism. It is not a system of organisation or behaviour whose
worth has to be proved by examples of its worldly efficacy or by
argument. It is a claim to know truth. A man is not a Christian
because he wishes to provide an alternative world-order to Com
munism, nor even because his opinions happen to coincide with
some of those of C hrist: he is a Christian because he believes
the tenets of the Christian religion to be facts. He believes these
facts to be true as historical events and as eternal realities. No
matter what happens to the world, to the individuals in it, to the
whole of the Church on earth, he would still believe the tenets of
his religion to be facts. To enquire into the reasons for this belief,
into either the logic or the possible absurdity of it, is a discussion
which cannot be pursued here. But it will be evident that with
this belief a Christian is in a different position from a man who,
holding a tentative philosophy, wishes to prove something by it,
whether in the realm of argument or organisation. For the Christian
his case has been proved by the fact of Christ.
Thus a Catholic propagandist is in a different position, also,
from a propagandist who has only a creed to sell, without the
backing of a belief in actuality. In effect the best means of
propaganda (if such a word can be used) for the Catholic layman
lie in worship and prayer and in example. Other means are more
suitably left to those who are supposed to have authority to practise
them. And above all the Catholic novelist is not a propagandist
in the normal sense of the word because no novelist (and this is
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the second misunderstanding of critics such as Mr. Neame) is,
or should be, a propagandist. He may have, as Mr. Greene and
Mr. Waugh may have, his own interpretation of the meaning of
life upon earth, and into this framework he may project his
characters to act and react in the way that he considers is character
istic. But to imagine that the behaviour of these characters can
convey a coherent exposition or explanation of the framework is
absurd. The framework is assumed ; and if an exposition of it
is required there is, for Catholicism at least, a huge literature upon
the subject which can be studied in its most suitable form. A
novelist works by implication : he expresses the way in which,
in his eyes, such a framework, among other things, may influence
the characters of his choice. It is possible that by doing so he may
provoke in the reader a greater understanding of the framework
he assumes, but he may create a misunderstanding as easily. This
is not important. His intention is to create interest, absorption,
and possibly emotion, by making what to the reader otherwise might
seem dead become alive : his concern, again, is not with propa
ganda but with the imagination of fact.
Thus Mr. Greene takes Catholics as his characters and writes
his novels within a Catholic framework because, presumably,
that is the framework of the world as he sees it and such characters
are to him most capable of being brought to, and expressing,
life. He is neither an apologist nor a missionary : he is a novelist :
he is a describer of significant occurrence. If he is understood by
the reader to be a missionary then that is the peculiarity of the
reader, not of Mr. Greene. It is important here to note that the
novels of both Mr. Greene and Mr. Waugh have been subjected
to severe criticism by orthodox Catholic theologians : some books
of Mr. Greene, for instance, have been banned in Catholic Ireland.
However orthodox and universal the writer’s faith, his work is
individual and particular. This solitary position is necessary
because it is he, in fact, who chooses his own ground within the
framework, his characters, and his examples of significant oc
currence.
It is on account of these several and particular choices that Mr.
Greene is attacked most seriously by Mr. Neame. He is accused
of choosing as his ground of description “ tumble-down dosshouses, cheap restaurants, West African cantonments, station
waiting-rooms” . His characters are “ race-gangs, hack-journal
ists, commercial travellers, barmaids, ex-ministers with cigarette
ash on their trousers and priests with catarrh”. These people
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“ boil eggs on oil-stoves, laugh port-winey laughs, sit in the
one-and-ninepenny’s, fornicate in lounges behind stained-glass
doors, live in Khyber Avenue, conceal harelips
As such they are
held by Mr. Neame to be “ failures and rejects ” : they are
“ incomparably more loathsome than the pagans among whom
they live ” : they are “ repellent as only a despised minority can
be
In an odd rhetoric of indignation the critic pours his scorn
upon such people and seeks thereby, through some process of
infection rather than logic, to cast ridicule upon Mr. Greene as
both a writer and a Christian. He is accused of “ crying stinking
fish with a vengeance”. These queer aspersions, so violent in
their phrasing, so inconsequent in their content, must be studied
in order to give an insight into Mr. Neame as a critic as well as
Mr. Greene as a writer.
It seems at first sight to be seriously contended that a man who
lives in a street called Khyber Avenue, who laughs after drinking
port-wine, who uses an oil-stove upon which to boil his egg, is
irredeemably squalid and repulsive. A ticket to a one-and-ninepenny seat in the cinema appears to represent, in this style of
criticism, the disfigurement of a leper. It is tempting to try to
imagine what view Mr. Neame must have of the world that lies
outside the boundaries of this despised minority. An exquisite
paganism must there be supposed to exist in which fornications
are always performed upon a commodious chaise-lounge, eggs
are fried by cooks upon electrical apparatus, tickets are always
at eight-and-sixpence and ash, falling only from the best of Coronas,
comes to rest upon the trousers of a mirthless Minister still in
office. And to draw this contrasting picture is not so irrelevant
as it might seem ; for although Mr. Neame admits, as he must,
both that poverty is to be found among Christians and pagans
alike, and that the question of goodness and worth is not, after
all, to be judged finally by standards of physical attraction or
riches, there is nevertheless fundamental in his criticism an outrage
against Mr. Greene’s choice of so-called squalor as a foreground
to his background o f religion, and a preference, if religion is to be
considered at all, for a foreground of “ the beautiful and the
valorous and the strong ”, which category must include, presumably,
those characters which are the opposite of those given as examples
of squalor. And it is when this is realised that the basis of such
criticism becomes apparent. What Mr. Neame objects to is not
that squalor exists, nor that it should be described : he objects
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to the suggestion that God should be immanent in such squalor.
And what he would prefer in its place is not the suggestion that
there is no God at a l l : it is rather the fond hope that God is
immanent only in the elegant and aristocratic.
This attitude is a form of puritanism decked out in the archaic
trappings of snobbishness, heroic romanticism, luxury and power.
Just as Calvin once declared that humanity was divided by God
into those who were elected to eternal salvation and those who
were damned to eternal death, so Mr. Neame is at pains to believe
that there is an elect (chosen presumably by God and Mr. Neame
in partnership) of “ the beautiful and the valorous and the strong ”
and a class beyond the pale of “ the ugly, the untalented and the
ignoble ”. Any suggestion to the contrary — even the suggestion
that the souls of individuals in either category may be of equal
value in the sight of God — is dismissed as a “ transvaluation of
all values, so shocking to the pagan ”. Thus Mr. Neame remarks
that “ Battles are not won with compensatory yearnings in the
slums or suburbia but by the brave and the strong who challenge
the barbarian face to face with weapons of moral power ” ; and
thus his own religion is revealed. It is the old reverence for a Herrenvolk who have created an idol of moral power in their own image,
a Judaism of chosen people marching heroically towards some
dawn, a Marxism of the professional class in which destiny is not
on the side of the big battalions, but on the side of the big General
Staff. Within the ranks of this restless and romantic army are to
be found no journalists nor commercial travellers : harelips are
to be concealed discreetly beneath the fringes of a military mous
tache : and catarrh, a common ailment among more ignoble
soldiers, is not to be admitted into the new refinements of the
barrack drawing-room. As an ideal it is a cross between Nazism
and the stylish whimsy of a scoutmasters’ jamboree. And outside
the ranks of this Herrenvolk army, in all the rest of the world,
are to be found only the barbarians against which the army
marches, and the rejected outcasts who exist to enable it to march.
This religion must, of course, conflict with Catholicism just as
it conflicts with Mr. Greene as a writer, but it is with Mr. Greene
that we are primarily concerned. The sin of which Mr. Greene
is accused is not, as has been stated, to write about squalor nor
to write about God, but to write about both in the same context
and thereby, it is supposed, to treat them as equivalent. This
accusation rests upon a peculiar muddle of suppositions. First,
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it seems to equate moral opprobrium of character with the
circumstance of squalor in which that character may be found.
Fornication in Khyber Avenue, for instance, is not considered
horrible because it is fornication, it is horrible because it is done
behind a stained-glass door : it would be beautiful and valorous,
presumably, at the Ritz. This supposition reduces morality to
the level of either plutolatry or megalomania. Secondly, it supposes
that because Mr. Greene chooses to write about Catholics who are
poor and miserable he cannot imagine the existence of Catholics
who are comfortable and happy. This is to misunderstand the
form of the novel, whose limits cannot be all-embracing. Thirdly,
it suggests that Mr. Greene himself, because he writes with such
accuracy about squalor and misery, must agree with the critic that
his characters are thereby morally contaminated. This is im
pertinence. Whatever Mr. Green’s view of his characters (and
it is one leading not to judgment but to compassion), they are not
portrayed in a moral relation to either their surroundings or their
happiness : they are portrayed in a moral relation to their God.
And as such, as Mr. Neame remarks, some may be black, and some
may be grey. But none are black enough for either scorn or
judgment.
It is idle, in this context, to ask why Mr. Greene chooses such
characters and surroundings : as a novelist he has a right to use
whatever material he pleases. It is true, of course, that many of
his characters live in circumstances that are sad and unglamorous,
but so do the majority of people that are alive in the world.
And having taken these characters he never judges them, never
despises them, as his critics would have him do. Part of Mr.
Neame’s indignation may arise from this, that the novelist sees
them with an emotion only of compassion. Scobie is no exemplar
of either flabby pity or mistaken charity: he is a man. Sarah
Miles is a woman, Pinkie a boy : they are not propaganda types
for saints or devils. Mr. Greene presents them clearly with their
strength and their weaknesses, their successes and their failures,
and he leaves the scorn to Mr. Neame and the judgment to God.
And if there is any religious message to be understood from
Mr. Greene’s work it is one which always expresses a great faith
in God’s mercy. And this mercy is one which must, by its very
nature, extend alike to the rich and the poor, to the successes and
the failures, to the Ritz and to Khyber Avenue. For Mr. Greene
is a Catholic, and although it has been shown that he is neither
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propagandist n o r apologist, i f h e w rites a b o u t G o d a t all he is
writing a bout the Catholicism" o f m ercy.

It is impossible, here, to enter upon a discussion concerning
the doctrines of the Catholic faith. It is obvious that it is opposed
diametrically to that of Mr. Neame’s paganism. It holds, for
instance, that morality does not depend upon superficial surround
ings, that sin can be committed in luxury as well as in squalor,
and that luxury and squalor are even themselves not of fundamental
importance, since it is evil that matters which can exist anywhere
and what is horrible is not what offends the sensitive nose of a puritan
but what offends the majesty of God. There are two aspects of
Catholicism however which must be dealt with briefly here since
Mr. Neame mentions them and misunderstands them and imagines
that they reflect upon Mr. Greene as a writer. He states, first,
that the Catholic Faith contains “ the paradox that the ugly, the
untalented, the ignoble, should take precedence in the Kingdom
of Heaven over the beautiful, the valorous and the strong
This
is not so. Nowhere in the New Testament (nor, at least to the
knowledge of this writer, in orthodox Catholic theology) is such
an assurance given to the ugly or the ignoble, and there is even a
specific parable of warning against the dangers of failing to increase
any given talents. Nor is there any hint of condemnation of the
beautiful and the valorous. It is necessary to get the words right.
Those whom Christ said should possess the Kingdom of Heaven
are the poor in spirit and they that are the persecuted for
righteousness’ sake. And as such it can be suggested that they are
beautiful and noble. Such criticism as Mr. Neame’s depends
upon his own interpretation of the words he uses, and this is a game
as fruitless as it is misleading. To him, presumably, poorness o f
spirit is ugly, the suffering of persecution is ignoble and untalented.
To the Catholic the opposite is the case. And it is necessary,
also, for the sake of accuracy, to learn what the Catholic under
stands by Christ’s use of the phrase “ poor in spirit ” . He does
not understand it to mean, as Mr. Neame might, a wallowing in
squalor, but a quiet humility in front of God.
There remains, secondly, the case of the “ strong ” . This, to
Mr. Neame, with his respect for refined physique, is a test case :
as a prime example of his shocking “ transvaluation of values ”
he quotes the text — “ He has put down the mighty from their
seat and has exalted the humble. . . ” It is necessary here, again,
to study the words. The text is not, as it stands, an expression
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of doctrine, nor is it a moral exhortation to be weak : it is simply
a statement of fact. And to a historian, reflecting upon the examples
of history, the truth of it may well appear to have been observably
justified. The question of why this should have been so can be
left to a further debate, if such a debate is required, upon the subject
of which faith as a whole has been most justified by the facts of
history, the faith of Catholicism or of Mr. Neame. There only
remains to be pointed out here the obvious danger of quoting a
text from the Bible out of the context of an understanding of the
whole of the Catholic faith : on their own many phrases are
ambiguous, just as the use of words is often more full of meaning,
and more paradoxical, than might be supposed. The paradox,
for instance, in the present discussion, is not the one that Mr. Neame
has suggested, but one which claims to equate — not only as moral
advice but also as fact (and this is fundamental to an understanding
of Christianity) — humility with beauty, and meekness, even,
with strength.
In turning from Mr. Neame’s disparagement of Mr. Greene
to his attack on Mr. Waugh a strange situation is observed ; for
Mr. Neame’s most immediate weapon of criticism is one which,
it has been suggested, can well be used against Mr. Neame himself :
he accuses Mr. Waugh of being a snob. Because Mr. Waugh
writes about “ Old Catholic families ”, takes as his characters
“ lords and epicene personalities ”, happens to mention as part
o f the paraphernalia among which they move such things as “ the
garden-room, the butlers, the plovers’ eggs ”, Mr. Neame is given
the impression that “ if he holds anything sacred in this world it
is D ebrett”. This argument is based on a misunderstanding
precisely similar to that contained in the argument against Mr.
Greene ; for just as Mr. Greene, a Catholic describing squalor,
was held to equate squalor with Catholicism, so Mr. Waugh, a
Catholic writing about lords, is accused of wishing to sanctify the
peerage. It is an argument too obviously illogical in its form to
require a formal answer : but whereas the emotional case against
Mr. Greene could conceivably, though erroneously, be supported
by a misreading of the Bible, that against Mr. Waugh cannot
It is necessary, therefore, to enquire into the basis of this attack,
and to ask, moreover, why this strange situation has arisen in which
snobbishness, once preferred by implication as an alternative to
squalor, is now used as a term of reprobation.
It appears that the sin of which Mr. Waugh is accused is not
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simply to have written of Old Catholic families : his fault is more
subtle and twofold. First, he has not described them admiringly :
they are, as Mr. Neame points out, mostly “ raffish characters ” :
they are even akin to the “ failures and rejects ” of Mr. Greene.
Secondly, he has had the temerity to laugh at their oddities : in
describing them accurately as raffish he has not scorned them
as Mr. Neame might wish him to do, but has presumed to be amusing
at their expense. This is the cause of the critic’s indignation.
And when this is understood it will be seen that what Mr. Neame
objects to is not snobbery at all but rather its very opposite, an
irreverence towards snobbery; and Mr. Waugh’s sin is not the
sanctification of Debrett but rather the letting o f the Debrett
side down.
It is a peculiarity of those swayed by the emotions o f puritanism
that they can never understand how a writer, or indeed any man,
may be able to see and admit the faults of people who hold his
own faith, or to laugh at them kindlily without giving offence.
A puritan is on his dignity, and often humourless. Holding the
view that humanity is divided between the elect and the outcasts,
all those on his own side are beyond criticism, beyond laughter ;
the skins of “ the beautiful and valorous ” are too thin to withstand
the pricks of either jokes or accurate observance. Thus be
wildered by the phenomenon of a Catholic writer making disparaging
and humorous remarks about his Catholic characters, Mr. Neame
is at a loss to know what Mr. Waugh is up to. He complains
that — “ such a presentation has all the elements of satire. . .
and yet— we must believe that all is seen with the eye of love ” :
and later — “ we shall have to reconsider whether perhaps Mr.
Waugh has not been satirising his Catholic apparatus all the time.
That the reader should be in d o u b t. . . on anything so fundamental
. . . implies a grave defect in the novelist’s method ”. But it is
only in the mind of a certain type of reader that such a doubt
could ever arise. To a Catholic the observance of characters
with “ the eye of love ” does not imply a constant and witless
approval, nor does the admission of fault imply scorn or satire.
It is quite possible (and even perhaps sometimes necessary) for a
Catholic to laugh, to see clearly and to love all at once. There is
no malice in this attitude. Malice is read into it only by a critic
who believes that laughter must be reserved to be directed at the
outcasts, and as such they' must be despised. The question o f
whether or not Mr. Waugh is writing satirically is quite irrelevant:
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he is writing in many fashions at once, but never with scorn.
It must be noted here that Mr. Waugh never shows any
irreverence towards his faith : it is only his characters that are
treated with a somewhat disrespectful intimacy. Thus when
Lord Brideshead, Tony Box-Bender or Mr. Crouchback are
described in equivocal terms no reflection is cast upon their
religion : and when these characters speak it is not Mr. Waugh
speaking (a common fault among critics is to imagine that the
opinions of a novelist are expressed through the conversations
of his characters) nor, above all, is it Catholicism. Mr. Neame
accuses Mr. Waugh of making “ charitable quips ” such as “ Beware
of the Anglo-Catholics — they’re all sodomites with unpleasant
accents
But this is not Mr. Waugh’s quip : it is the quip of
a character (cousin Jasper in Brideshead Revisited) who is
not even a Catholic, whom Mr. Waugh is quite obviously dis
paraging, and whom he possibly even finds difficulty in viewing
with the eye of love. To suggest that it is the opinion of either
Mr. Waugh or of Roman Catholicism is a method of criticism
not only illogical but dishonest The critic must be more careful.
And even with the characters whom Mr. Waugh is viewing more
gently this caution must be observed. The elder Mr. Crouchback,
for instance, in Men at Arms is a character to whom Mr. Neame
takes a particular dislike : and he has every right to do so, since
Mr. Crouchback makes statements which can well be taken as
distasteful. But when the critic puts the questions — " a re we
to take this (Mr. Crouchback’s ) . . . attitude seriously. . . or pigeon
hole him with Mr. Waugh’s other grotesques ” ? — he is again
missing the point. Mr. Crouchback is to be taken seriously,
perhaps, as a character, but not as an echo of Mr. Waugh : and
he is not to be pigeonholed either as a grotesque or a Catholic
saint. However gently Mr. Waugh may deal with him, he is
obviously seeing, though not distorting, his faults.
It has been remarked earlier that it is presumptuous to enquire
why a novelist chooses the characters and the grounds of description
that he does ; why, in this context, both Mr. Waugh and Mr.
Greene write in the way they do about Catholics that are often
either frivolous, miserable, or tormented, when they must know of
the existence of many who are not. The risk of presumption
must here be taken, however, because although reasons suggested
for a novelist’s intentions may often be wrong (from the novelist’s
point of view, at least — who after all is the only authority), it is
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perhaps profitable to make such suggestions in order to present
an alternative argument to that presented by the critics. And in
doing so — remembering, always, that a novelist may write
legitimately of any characters he likes so long as he writes of them
truly — it may be suggested that Mr. Waugh and Mr. Greene
write as they do precisely in order to counteract — to present by
implication the case against — the puritan philosophies that are
held by such critics as Mr. Neame. For this purpose they choose
the particular grounds of description that are required.
Critics, for instance, object to the way in which Mr. Waugh’s
characters sometimes speak of the outward manifestations of their
religion with levity. Mr. Neame is shocked by Tony Box-Bender’s
use of the expression “ going scrape ”. Another critic complains
that the inhabitants of Brideshead always seem to be “ splashing
each other with Holy Water ”. But these characters are not being
irreverent: the splashing is only verbal and it is not their behaviour
in the confessional that is frivolous. They are simply referring to
the practical necessities of their religion in the intimate terms
which are used instinctively by people about things which are close
to them, natural to them, part of the normality of their fives. To
puritans religion is a portentous and solemn business quite divorced
from their ordinary routine : the natural and the supernatural
never meet. An English Sunday, for instance, under the influence
of a lingering puritanism, is still treated as a day quite separate
from the rest of the week in its mirthlessness and rigour ; whereas
in Catholic countries Sunday is a day much the same as any other
except for the celebration of Mass. This is because Catholicism
involves its believers wholly, intimately, in an alliance of the natural
with the supernatural which extends over every second o f their
lives, and which as such can be referred to in natural terms. It
may be that Mr. Waugh makes his characters sometimes speak
frivolously for this very reason — to portray the difference between
a Catholic to whom religion, is ever-present and normal, and a
puritan to whom it is a vision in the distance at once extraordinary
and yet able to be ignored.
Likewise in both Mr. Waugh’s and Mr. Greene’s choice of
characters who are often miserable and tormented there may be
the wish to counteract the puritan tendency to regard the faithful,
the elect, as persons inevitably wilful and heroic. They may be
implying no more than the simple truth that God has as much regard
for sinners and failures as for the pure and the successful, and that
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Catholics may be found in either category. But in their suggestion
(most explicit in Mr. Greene’s The End o f the Affair) that a
person may even be made miserable by the very fact of his faith —
tormented, as it were, not in spite of but on behalf of his God — a
further implication may be understood. The statements of one of
Mr. Greene’s characters that she has “ caught belief like a disease ”
and that God has “ got mercy, only it’s such an odd sort of mercy
it sometimes looks more like punishment ”, have become notorious :
exception has been taken to them by pagan puritans and orthodox
Catholics alike. But before suggestions are made concerning the
implications of these statements in this context, it must be pointed
out that such experience of faith and God is frequent and actual.
It is no peculiarity of the novelist’s imagination to describe the
impressions of his characters thus : the experience of a faith that
clings, of a God that acts against the will of His subject, has been
known in fact by both converts and regular believers : and it has
been described, also, by writers before Mr. Waugh and Mr. Greene.
There are examples of it in George H erbert; and in Francis
Thompson’s poem The Hound o f Heaven it is given a full, and
perhaps its most passionate, expression.
The implications of it in this context are, it may be suggested,
twofold. First, the novelist may wish to counteract the accusation
often made by atheists that faith is no more than a prop, a
comforter, for people too frail to withstand the rigours of selfreliance. To a Catholic his faith may often, indeed, be a com fort:
but it may as often be a grievance with its demands for intense
self-discipline. It is necessary to state this truth in conditions
where Catholicism is so misunderstood. Faith is frequently a
matter of going against personal desires, denying personal whims,
subjecting the unruliness of self to the law of God : and as such
its demands are. incomparably more rigorous than those of selfreliance which, ultimately, asks no more than that the individual
should follow his own tastes. Secondly, as an antithesis to the
puritan’s view of God as a distant transcendence, the novelist
may wish to portray the fact of God as immanent, here and now,
in every comer of the world, active and concerned and even passion
ate. This, too, for a Catholic, is a fact which has to be stated :
the experience of the Holy Spirit as an active, in-dwelling force
working within those who have made an initial choice of faith —
sometimes persuading them against their desires and their selfish
intentions — is a conception fundamental to the Catholic religion.
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This may lead to a struggle between self and spirit which can,
indeed, drive those in whom it takes place into tortured and
ineffectual predicaments : the struggle may even continue until
death. But the phrases used by Mr. Greene’s characters must be
seen in their context. Faith is only seen like a “ disease ” so long
as the selfish desires are fighting i t : God’s mercy only appears as
“ punishment” when the individual’s intentions are in rebellion.
When they are not, it is claimed, there will be peace — either before
death or after i t And at death, whether the individual dies absolved
or still fighting, mercy will be seen for what it is.
The portrayal in a novel of all these struggles and miseries may
indeed, to the atheist critic, appear irrelevant to the issues of the
modem world. But to a person with any conception at all of the
existence of God — whether he is Pagan or Protestant or Catholic
— the issues which must matter are precisely those which are dealt
with in the novels of Mr. Waugh and Mr. Greene. For it is the
issues between the natural and the supernatural, between time and
eternity, between man and God, that presuppose and determine
all the other issues that can be experienced or imagined. And
when Mr. Neame remarks “ the time has come when we must ask
just what aspect of reality these two novelists understand” he
may be agreed with and, as a pagan, thus answered :—they under
stand not the imposition of an ephemeral taste by force, not the
efficacy of an army marching to slaughter despised barbarians,
not the choice of particular idols invoked to serve personal ends ;
they understand, rather, what is to them perhaps the whole of
reality — the reality of God on earth.
NICHOLAS MOSLEY.

RUSSIAN PRESS REVIEW
HE war-time alliance between the Anglo-Saxon bloc and the
Soviet Union was not always entirely undisturbed. There
were occasional incidents which even reached the English press.
One such was the “ Pravda lie”, an article in Pravda in 1943 saying
that the English and Americans were secretly trying for a separate
peace with Germany. There was no truth in this allegation, and
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indeed at that time the leaders of England and America were as
much infected with unreasoning, emotional animosity against the
Germans as were the peoples of their countries whom their war
propaganda had excited. The “ Pravda lie ” was a shrewd guess
on the part of the Russian leadership, for there is now no doubt
that the wisest course for the Anglo-Saxon countries would have
been to make a separate peace ; not only was the survival of
Eastern Europe desirable for its own sake, but, as it would have
been a barrier between the Russians and us, for the sake of our
security as well. They assumed that our leaders had as realistic
an outlook as had their own, and it was because their estimate
was based on this false assumption, which in turn was founded
on an imperfect understanding of the qualities making for leadership
in a Western democracy, that their guess about the intentions of
the English and American leaders proved wrong. The incident
did, however, provide a valuable indication of the Soviet mentality
had the Western allies been in any mood to notice it. Soviet
appreciations of the policies and intentions of their opponents,
. though frequently wrong, are usually interesting guides to the
way their own minds work.
A case in point is a recent article in the monthly magazine Novy
Mir, which is a literary and political review — about the nearest
thing the Russians have to an intellectual magazine of general
interest. This article is called Against the Marshallisation o f
Culture, by Romanova and Rubin, and purports to describe the
way the Americans are attempting to subject the cultures of the
non-Soviet world to their own culture. It is a very long article,
but it is worth reproducing a good deal of what it contains as it
throws some light on the Soviets, who remain such an enigma to
the Western mind.
The article begins by saying that America exports “ mankindhating ” ideas and propagates the “ American way of life”. The
purpose of this is to “ undermine and break up the national cultures
of the occupied countries, to impose on them cosmopolitan ideas
of the obsolescence of national sovereignty and of the inevitability
of the ‘ opening out ’ of national cultures into ‘ worldwide ’ or
‘ European’ culture.”
“ With such highflown words do the
American imperialists usually camouflage their plan to subordinate
other peoples and the culture of other nations to their dictation.”
This is helped by the bourgeoisie of the other countries, who,
Stalin said, are “ selling the right and independence of their countries
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for dollars.” Many professors, literateurs and critics preach re
newal of European civilisation by American culture.
The next part of the article is entitled The channels o f American
propaganda. It lists these as follows. First, the U.S. Information
Service. The information centres are “ hotbeds of American
racialists, lynchers and gangsters who organise nests of espionage
and diversion.” (We may note in passing this Soviet use of the
word “ diversion ” which has come to mean a red herring drawn
across the path of the workers’ advance to Socialism with the pur
pose of distracting their attention from the goal.) Then, the
Directorate of Psychological Warfare. Here comment is made
that the American monopolies do not grudge payment for war
propaganda. The peoples of Europe, however, far from showing
the enthusiasm for this which the Americans expect of them, express
disgust. In the past, as this revolt grew, U.N.O. was used to cloak
American designs, but this is now no use as the imperialist adventure
in Korea has proved that U.N.O. is simply a shield for the policy
of the United States. Therefore the Americans must find ever
new ways of deceiving opinion : “ It is not so easy to turn black
into white, lie into truth and to guarantee the spreading of the
ideas of war and violence that are hateful to all peoples. ‘ The
Voice of America,’ the Ford Fund and other such societies, and
the cultural missions, all play their part.”
Next is described the pernicious influence of the American press,
of Hollywood’s invasion, of the film-stars as “ bearers o f culture” .
After this, there is a section headed Literary Quislings. Honest
people turn from these quislings in disgust. “ They are a small
band, but a revolting one.” The English poet Spender, French
publicists like Denis de Rougemont and Raymond Aron, philos
ophers like the German “ Demon of darkness ” Jaspers, fascist
cosmopolitans (sic) like Koestler. All these “ try with all their
might to discredit the idea of the national independence of the
European peoples and, in Denis de Rougemont’s words, call the
national traditions ‘ absurd regional vanity ’ ” .
But “ the despicable role of these quislings is counteracted by
progressive activists who underline its anti-popular, anti-national
character. The progressive journalist Jean Canapas said in
L ’Humaniti in April 1952 about the American Festival of the
Twentieth Century that ‘ (it) was connected with the ideological
preparation for an anti-Soviet crusade, contrived by the Americans
with the help of the ideologists of the French bourgeoisie.’ This
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was to facilitate the ideological occupation of France by the Ameri
cans and to acquire fascist and warlike catchwords to win those who
were active in French culture for the so-called cultural department
of the American army.” In a section called The movement o f
protest widens the article continues : “ The ‘ spiritual exports ’
of the Americans leave a destructive trail in the countries they
reach. All that the dirty paws of the barbarians of our time have
touched is made squalid and filthy. As in the United States them
selves, so in these countries, the number of murders grows, and all
kinds of fascist and pro-fascist organisations take root and raise
their heads, enriching their own bandit activity with the experience
of American gangsters.” But the U.S. World Report of Sept. ’51
comments on the unexpected growth of anti-American feeling.
There follow quotations from various Westerners : Thorez of
France, Harry Pollitt of Great Britain, the Norwegian author
Erwin Volstad, and so on. In Latin America too, protest grows
daily. The part played by writers in the fight for peace fruitfully
influences their creative power, as evidence by Andre Stil, Roger
Vaillant, Pierre Courtrade, and so on. This tendency is also
evidenced among the best sons of the American people. At the
15th congress of the American comparty (jargon for communist
party), Victor Jerome said that “ the features of aggressive imperial
ism and Anglo-Saxon racism, the evil propaganda of violence,
sadism and anti-humanism are to-day still more clearly linked
with the war-propaganda and encouragement of fascism on the
part of America. War is called peace, aggression is called defence
of freedom, and the way to fascism, the American way of life.”
This article contains striking doctrinal inconsistencies. It is
an attempt to revive the aesthetic nationalist liberalism of the in
fluential nineteenth century literary critic Belinsky, the idea that
a work can only be great if it is in accord with the national character,
and that the imitation of foreign works which spring from an alien
culture can never lead to great literature. The revival of nationalism
on the cultural plane is consistent with many of the actions of the
Soviet Union since the war — notably the refusal to submit to the
American plan for universal inspection of atomic weapons, on
grounds of national sovereignty : but it conflicts with the whole
tradition of the Communist movement. From the time of the
Manifesto itself — “ workers of the world unite ” — the emphasis
has always been on working class interests which transcend national
frontiers. In communist countries other than the Soviet Union
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much more emphasis was always laid on the part played by Stalin
than on the efforts of indigenous communist heroes. At the end
of an article in Pravda which we quoted in the first number o f this
magazine by the secretary of the central committee of the Rumanian
Workers’ Party we read as follows :
“ We have before us the true path laid down by the glorious
Communist Party of the Soviet Union : a path illumined by
the genius of the beloved teacher and great leader of the workers
of all the world : Comrade J. V. Stalin.”
The whole article was in this vein, and so are most of the speeches
of the leaders of the peoples’ democracies. Thus the international
ism which is fundamental to the theory of communism is also
dominant in its practice : and the attempt to marshal Western
European nationalist feeling against America is a mere tactical
move.
It is however interesting that the Soviet authorities have thought
it worth while to make this move. For the nationalist movements
of Western Europe have been far more consistent in their opposition
to communism than have the supporters of the American way of
life, and in the cultural field the exports of Western Europe to
America are still at least as great as their imports from it. There
must be few eminent English authors who have not at some time
made a lecture tour in the United States. As the cultural centre
of the West a better case can be made for France, and as the centre
of anti-Communism for Germany, than the United States. Where
the United States is preponderant is in economic and material
power ; and there lies the key to the Soviet error. True to their
materialist doctrine the Russians have assumed that as America
is richer than Europe she must be dominating it. They are judging
the Americans by themselves, and the Europeans by their own
subject races. They never made a bigger mistake.

THE THEATRE IN PARIS
AST AUTUMN a play was revived which began a new epoch
in the history of the French theatre : Siegfried, by Jean
Giraudoux. This play, when it was created in 1928 by Louis
Jouvet, was the first in which poetry and style returned to the
French stage, whence they had been absent for almost a hundred
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years. It is to this play, and to all Giraudoux’s plays (for Claudel
was hardly ever acted until after 1940) that young Frenchmen in
the 1950’s owe the privilege of having escaped from idiotic drawing
room comedies and the depths of bourgeois drama k la Bernstein,
and can enjoy Anouilh, Supervielle and Audiberti.
Siegfried — through the story of a French soldier picked up
naked and unconscious on a battlefield during the 1914 war, taken
to Germany, believing himself to be German (and in the troubled
and defeated Germany of 1923 personifying a new hope for
millions of Germans), to whom Genevieve his French fiancee
discloses his real nationality — is the drama of Franco-German
reconciliation. In a celebrated scene (which scandalised the
chauvinistic old men whom Giraudoux later denounced in
La Guerre de Troie n'aura pas lieu) two friends, Zelten, a political
adversary of Siegfried, and Robineau, an erudite Frenchman
who accompanies Genevieve, meet once more after the years
during which their respective countries have so deeply injured
one another, and find that they understand each other. And
Siegfried himself, divided between his two countries, fought
over by two women who incarnate Germany and France, is the
symbol o f this difficult, agonising reconciliation.
In this respect the character is rather lacking in reality. He
is simply the incarnation, in the person of the hero, of the whole
theme of the play ; (the same applies to Eva, who represents
Germany). Only in the last act, when Genevieve has succeeded in
her effort to make him remember his former life, does Siegfried
become a real person to the audience. On the other hand how
brilliantly intelligent, how profound are the speeches Giraudoux
gives him, and Eva, on the German spring, the great men of
Germany, the German conception of life ! And how well Zelten,
the romantic German, makes us understand in a few sentences
the eternal struggle between the two Germanies, the dreamer and
the conqueror ! No spectator can fail to be enchanted by
Genevieve. It is she who, together with Robineau, is charged
with the expression of the very essence of the charm and wisdom
of France. At the same time she is an exquisite young woman,
intelligent and modest, infinitely charming. She is the first of a
series of heroines who grace Giraudoux’s plays, and who alone
in our time are worthy to take their place beside the heroines of
Musset and Marivaux.
The whole play, thanks to a wonderfully supple style which
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sparkles with as many images and allusions and as much wit as
the Elizabethan comedies, is steeped in a tender, marvellous poetry.
Siegfried and Giraudoux’s other plays, like the work of Virginia
Woolf in England, are the finest flower of that liberal civilisation
which was given the coup de grace by the last war.
At the Comedie Franfaise, among the classics, the great sensation
has been Jean Marais in Mithridate, a Racine tragedy which is
not among his greatest masterpieces. Perhaps it is because he
possesses the admirable physique of a hero of antiquity that
M. Marais wished to take on this formidable task. But acting
in films where great producers like Cocteau take you through your
part speech by speech is one thing ; acting in the great parts of
classic repertory is quite another. M. Marais has tried it. He
seemed to be haunted by worry lest he be unworthy of the rest of
the cast, whose diction is perfect. Absorbed in the effort of
enunciating syllable by syllable like a lesson in phonetics, he
transformed the pure music of Racine’s verse into a sort of mono
tonous chant. Nevertheless, each time he appeared in Mithridate
the theatre was filled to overflowing with his frenzied young fans,
shrieking with enthusiasm.
Finally, his engagement ended, one might have thought the
joke was over, when the surprising news appeared that Sir Laurence
Olivier had chosen Britamicus, in which M. Marais had made his
classical debut last year in the part of Nero, to be one of the plays
which the Comedie Franqaise is to give in his theatre in May, and
had obtained special permission for M. Marais to be in the. cast.
I admit I cannot see Sir Laurence Olivier’s reasons for this ; but
the English public must judge for itself. The beauty of Racine’s
plays has always been difficult for foreigners to appreciate, and I
fancy that London will never have found it more mystifying.
At the Salle Luxembourg, where modem plays are given, the
Comedie Franqaise, after reviving Pirandello’s Six Characters in
Search o f an Author (a lot of Pirandello is acted in Paris, where
hardly a year passes without one of his plays being put on the
stage) have revived M. le Trouhadec Saisi par la Dibauche by Jules
Romain, doubtless because his Donogoo filled the theatre last year.
It is a rather thin ironical comedy in which an old scientist, member
of the academy, follows a young actress with whom he is in love
to Monte Carlo. To satisfy her caprices he gambles at the casino,
wins three millions, spends them without knowing how, gets mixed
up in a burglary and is finally rescued by a friend. Created in
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1923 by Louis Jouvet (again !) the play has not dated, but it should
be acted with great go and speed. The actors of the Comedie
Frangaise have so carefully composed the many picturesque
characters, retired burglars, mad old gambling ladies and so forth
.who surround the academician, that the whole affair rather lacks
spontaneity. But, despite a rather dull decor, it is an amusing
play.
Revival, revival, revival — I wrote last month that the season
has been lacking in new plays. This is partly because, among the
companies from whom one expects most each year, M. Jean Louis
Barrault’s was touring Canada and M. Vilar’s did nothing of interest.
There is one novelty however : the adaptation for the stage of
Graham Greene’s The Power and the Glory. At first sight it seemed
a hopeless enterprise, and in fact it took no less than two young
dramatic authors, M. Quet and M. Darbou, and one famous writer,
M. Pierre Bose, to bring it off successfully. The idea had attracted
Louis Jouvet, who was directing rehearsals at the time of his death.
The adapters have been as faithful as possible to the spirit of the
book, and their play is far better than the Hollywood film. Even
if they have not quite succeeded in communicating the element of
suspense which is so telling in the novel, at least their play conveys
Mr. Green’s essential message : that at the end of the tunnel of
life there yet remains a gleam of hope, a possibility of redemption
for even the most degraded sinner. The play is put on by one of
those dramatic companies formed after the Liberation in several
large provincial towns to remedy the excessive artistic centralisation
in Paris, and the producer has not quite succeeded in making us
feel the heavy atmosphere of Mexican heat which cast such a spell
on the novel. The actor who takes the part of the poor whiskysodden priest has done Well in this very difficult role, but he has
talent where genius is required.
This has been a short summary of the Paris theatre in the past
season. Now that spring is here there is news of various new plays,
among them M. Julien Green’s first play. The next account may,
therefore, be a more satisfactory one.
JACQUES BROUSSE.
Paris, April 1953.
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ENGLISH LANDSCAPE AT THE
ORANGERIE
HE exhibition of English Landscape painters at the Orangerie
reminds us of the important influence they had on the French
Impressionists. To convince oneself of this it is only necessary
to cross the gardens to the Jeu de Paume, or even, without leaving
the Orangerie, to go into the rooms where the Nympheas hang.
Everyone knows how much Delacroix owes to Constable, and
how after seeing “ The Haywain ” in Paris he hastened to modify
some of the colours in the “ Massacre de Scio.”
The early nineteenth century is the most important period of
the English School; it was also the time when English fashions
triumphed in France, in painting and literature as well as in clothes
and gardens. Delacroix was called the Byron of painting, and
the Chevalier d’Orsay a second Brmnmel. Undoubtedly the
emigration played a great part in this inter-penetration o f the two
countries.
In 1795 Chateaubriand was staying near Norwich, where the group
of artists led by Old Crome (John Crome, 1768-1821) were
gathered. The Norwich School painted the vast sky, heath and
marshes bathed in moonlight: a landscape no longer architectural,
but poetical, like English poetry ; the pictorial equivalent of
Chateaubriand’s descriptions.
Bonington was for years included in the French School. In
Paris from the age of 15, he shared Delacroix’s studio and loved
to paint “ Le Miroir d’Eau ” at Versailles. While English artists
worked in France, French artists came to England : Thomas
Getting painted the banks of the Seine and Cotman painted in
Normandy; Delacroix copied Fielding’s water colours; Gericault
exhibited the “ Radeau de la Meduse ” in London and painted his
famous “ Derby at Epsom ” where the impression of speed is
achieved by a flying gallop, inexact yet truer to life than the real
thing. Sisley, an Englishman bom in Paris, painted with equal
charm the Thames, Wales, or the banks of the Loing, Louveciennes
and Marly. Toulouse-Lautrec several times went to England
to p a in t; and it was during a visit to London that Monet and
Pissaro discovered Turner, who was a revelation to them.
It is astonishing to compare the various dates. Richard
Wilson (1713-1782) was already a romantic. It was in 1851 that
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Turner died in Chelsea at the age of 76, still drunk with the beauty
of light and space and still a fervent admirer of Claude. It was
not until 1926 that Monet died at the height of his fame, aged 85.
In his oval studio he had painted the evanescent blooming of those
limitless gardens, those endlessly stretching waters into which
the impressionism inherited from Turner had finally been transmuted.
It was in 1874 that Monet exhibited the picture entitled
“ Impression — Soleil Levant” which, ridiculed by the critics,
gave its name to the new school of painting. Turner had also
painted impressions : the rising sun seen through a mist, or shining
on fro s t; tempests of snow, the fantastic metamorphoses of smoke
and clouds.
The impressionist picture has no limit in time or space. It
shows us the fleeting moment, the seasons melting into one
another, running water, subtle reflections, light dissolving the solid
forms of a haystack or a cathedral, the banks of the Thames or the
poplars of Giverny. So it is particularly instructive, whilst they
hang so near to our own rich collection of Impressionists, to see
the work of those who were their precursors, the painters of
English landscape.
JEAN MAHAUT.
Paris, April 1953.

THE THEATRE IN LONDON
TH REE CLASSICAL REVIVALS
N AMERICAN visitor was much impressed by what he called
a “ rash of the classics ” in the unfashionable districts of
London : already this year there have been Sophocles and Congreve
at different theatres in Hammersmith and Shakespeare at the Old
Vic. It was pointed out that this “ phenomenon ” was no accident
but sound commercial policy. Costs are lower in Hammersmith
than in the West End (Mr. Gielgud’s glittering colleagues must be
working for considerably less than they usually command), and
the Old Vic Company, notoriously underpaid in at least its lower
reaches, is propped up by public funds. So little risk has been
involved in these undertakings. The occasion has been a good
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one for taking stock of the general health and condition of what
passes, in its unorganised and rather ramshackle way, for our
English Classical Theatre.
The unacceptable but inescapable fact is that detailed examination
of most of our classical productions is aimless chatter so long as
the absence of a few basic essentials (essentials for a contemporary
modus operandi in the classics) continues to be ignored. Consider
the difficulties to be faced by a hypothetical serious producer when
preparing for performance a play by one o f the three above
mentioned playwrights. In the case of Oedipus R ex and Julius
Caesar a double effort of the imagination has initially to be made :
the producer has not only to conjure up the image of Thebes and
Rome but also to imagine how they looked through the eyes of
the Elizabethan and the Athenian. And, to forestall objections,
it is by no means enough to examine the plays. Those dramas,
as read by us, will not easily reveal the anschauungen of their
authors ; neither will they tell us much about their mode of
presentation. If the latter knowledge were ours we should know
a great deal more of how the dramatists viewed their subjects.
The importance of this fact cannot be over-emphasised, for it shows
the tremendous advantage of a continuous theatrical tradition.
For instance, we learn much about seventeenth century France
by seeing the Comedie Franpaise perform Moliere, ossified though
these performances may b e : the tradition has been kept intact.
Vast research has been done on the Elisabethan Theatre (it should
be remembered that but for the Cromwellian darkness these facts
might not have been lost) but remarkably little has been unearthed :
we know for instance that the actors used highly formalised
gestures, and one commentator has suggested that they were the
same taught by the schools in the Oratory and Rhetoric classes and
used in the Law Courts ; such suggestions, however, are highly
theoretical. We know even less of the way music and dancing
were used. The same applies to the Greek dramatists ; the various
■convulsions of Hellenic civilisation have lost to us for ever the
mise en seine, both practical and figurative, of the Attic Theatre.
O f course I am not suggesting that, even were such knowledge at
our disposal, we could or should reproduce exactly, but unless the
most is made of the scanty evidence and, failing facts, of imagination,
no adequate contemporary style can be evolved. Just as decent
performances of Bach cannot be given unless we consider how the
music “ sounded ” to Bach himself.
/
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Therefore, in addition to the hypothetical producer there would
have to be a company of actors possessed of sufficient intelligence
to understand the relevance of these matters and, where under
standing failed, the skill to carry out the producer’s instructions.
Such a company England does not possess. Even granted the
producer, few actors are sufficiently trained to put into action
what he describes : this is a matter of technique like being able to
sing B natural without losing one’s tonsils, and most “ players ’*
do not have such a technique. This is emphatically not the actors’
fault : no good school exists in which he can train, and so he
merely acts as best he can. Consequently we have the absurd
anomaly of performances of Shakespeare in which the actors
all act in disparate styles, some “ hamming ”, some in the mode
immortalised by Gerald du Maurier, some imitating the mannerisms
of a famous actor, and so on. Imagine Rex Harrison appearing
in Racine for the Comedie Frangaise or a crooner singing Tristan,
and you have a gauge for these anachronisms. In England, an
actor is not taught to act in one style, let alone the several that
should ideally be at his command, and his one interpretation of
that word usually is to swish about the stage in the manner of a
couturier’s model. The only good actors we possess are those who
have, faute de mieux, evolved a style of their own.
A word, before we proceed, about voices. Many critics have
pointed out how very few actors, particularly young actors, have
voices strong enough and flexible enough to meet the demands of
classical drama. There are two main reasons for this : the first
is that until fairly recently the actor had to perform almost
exclusively in the confidential manner suitable to drawing room
comedy, and so never exercised his voice : the second and more
important reason is that when an actor (of the inadequately trained
type I have described) strains and abuses his voice in an effort
to fulfil the requirements of an arduous classical role, the strain
is largely the symptom of his inner confusion and uncertainty.
We shall see how this is borne out in the plays reviewed.
Mr. Wolfit, much to his credit, gave us the opportunity of seeing
Oedipus Rex followed by Oedipus at Colonus on the same evening,
thus helping to expunge the disagreeable memory of Oedipus Rex
succeeded by a Sheridan souffld as presented by the Old Vic some
years ago. And Mr. Wolfit as actor and producer affords excellent
illustrations o f the problems touched on above. As Oedipus,
Mr. Wolfit is early confronted with the problem of “ Nobility”
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which word now has connotations (the Christian gentleman, etc.)
rather different from those understood by the Greeks, and does not
solve it. He wisely eschews the air of frigid hauteur certain actors
assume on these occasions (to the inhibition of all mimetic expressive
ness) but offers nothing in its place except sporadic boomings
in his nose when he feels he is being too natural. But he does
try to get down to the core of his part and make it real to himself.
He is then faced with a formidable difficulty, for the psychological
subtlety of this play forces him, in his effort to “ get it all across ”
to act in the manner appropriate to Jean Jacques Bernard : and
then, fearful lest this intimacy should cause the play to sag, he has
recourse to the aforesaid noble hummings in an endeavour to jack
it up. This must not be construed as an attack on Mr. Wolfit —
many actors would have given up the intellectual struggle and
“ sung” their way through the p a r t; on the contrary, his efforts
give us the clue to a very interesting question : whether it is
advisable to try to convey all the nuance. To my mind this is as
impossible as to follow at one time all the involutions o f the trios
and quartets in a Mozart opera. I t is certain the Greeks did not
attempt i t ; an impossible undertaking with masks in an* open
air theatre ; and it is often forgotten that a great writer is not
concerned, with “ getting it all across ” ; a part will always only
have meaning for himself and the indefatigable student. Mr.
Wolfit, then, falls into error because (small blame to him) he does
not know how the part should be played. Aristotle said that
tragedy aims at exciting pity and terror, and the wrong-headedness
of the naturalistic method is demonstrated when the appearance
of Mr. Wolfit’s Oedipus, blind and covered with blood, excites not
pity or terror but disgust. Disgust because naturalism does not
keep us at a proper distance from the drama : the aim of this
method is to lower the fourth wall, and at close quarters the primary
reaction to blood is likely to be one of nausea. Consequently we
are left singularly unpurged behind the barriers erected by so
uncathartic an emotion.
If space permitted I should like to have dwelt on several other
interesting points which this production raised. For instance,
Mr. Wolfit’s attempt to enliven that, to us, moribund theatrical
device the chorus, by breaking it up into individual voices : an
expedient which must unfortunately be dismissed as a total failure
as the dispersion of focus distracts, and robs the chorus of that
solemn and awe-inspiring “ weight ” of opinion which only a
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homogeneous entity, half symbolic at that, can impose.
A week or so later, Mr. Gielgud offered his production of The
Way o f the World. In this instance the effort of imagination
necessary in approaching these plays is simplified by the fact that
Congreve was dealing with contemporary events ; only one layer
has to be pierced. Nevertheless the enormous changes in English
society since 1700 make very difficult the actor’s task of reproducing
the manners, deportment and general idiom of that date. Further
more, the modern actor has to grapple with the famous and beautiful
cadences of Congreve’s extended periods in such a way as neither
to “ sing ” them nor to break them into fragments. In my
experience almost all actors fall either into the former error or (to
make the speeches intelligible to themselves) the latter. Quite
frankly it needs the technique of Miss Ruth Draper both to convey
all the finer points of Congreve’s meaning and preserve the musical
line. And few actors possess such a technique.
One was immediately struck by the incongruity of the “ accents ”
of the actors’ voices : fwo of the women (Mrs. Marwood and Mrs.
Fainall) imperfectly imitated the “ refined ” intonation of the S.W.
district ■: it is certain that the phonetics of Restoration gentry had
none of the painful gentility and inhibited refinement of the twentieth
century urban middle class. Equally anachronistic, one of the
leading actors (Fainall) spoke with traces of that flat, near proletarian
twang which, it seems, is now a prerequisite for aspiring young
actors. Consequently, when the company essayed a “ period
air ” by pronouncing “ learning ” or “ aversion ” as “ lahning ”
and “ avahsion ” the effect (except when delivered by Mr. Gielgud)
was quite grotesque. Similarly (again with the single exception
of Mr. Gielgud) not one of these actors could move and wear his
or her clothes in such a way as to suggest men and women of good
breeding. We have of course suffered a social revolution and there
are good reasons for these things, but if the actors do not know
how to bridge the gulf then the time has come for Mr. Gielgud to
call them to a doubtless humiliating rehearsal and show them hon
to d o 'so . N ot that “ showing how ” can necessarily teach an
actor anything, but such an action- would at least indicate to him
the seriousness of the matter.
Lastly, the Old Vic has presented a new production of Julius
Caesar which serves to point up the whole distressing problem of
contemporary Shakespearean- performance. Adolf Hitler of all
people once had the impertinence to remark that “ in no country
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is Shakespeare so badly acted as in England ” — impertinent because
he could not possibly have known whether his statement were true
or not. Nevertheless there is a disturbing grain of truth in what
he said, though many said it before him. In recent memory we
have had some splendid performances by Mr. Gielgud, one magnifi
cent performance by Mr. Welles and two or three interesting pro
ductions at Stratford, but two actors do not make a Shakespearean
theatre and the general level has been deplorable. It should be
noted by the way that, for the past few years, productions at
Stratford have been vastly superior to those of the Old Vic, far more
so than one would realise from the reports of (to put it politely)
an unreliable press.
The main impression carried away from Julius Caesar was of
scampering, balletic crowds and forced, crepitating voice pro
duction. The critic in the Evening Standard opined that the
performance was one “ which would be greatly improved by
laryngitis ”, so insistent was the noise, ignoring the fact that voices
so used not only would end up with laryngitis but in several cases
were showing signs of considerable strain. We are by now used to
the producer, who, desperate for some device which will attract
attention, concentrates on the antics o f the crowd : on this oc
casion they intermittently charge on to the stage (Romans it seems
always ran at top speed) and, when one of the protagonists starts
to speak, throw themselves into a pattern of abandoned but, mark
you, graceful attitudes. When will it be understood that the
technique of the Russian Ballet is of no use whatever for actors
portraying proletarians ; and, indeed, is a manner unsuitable for
all actors.
.
It is not too much to say that, in a sense, the play was not produced
at all : the director had obviously not apprehended the shape
of the play and so there was no narrative line, no “ tendency ”
from one scene to the next, no climaxes. It was played throughout
at one laboured pace, all ignoring the magnificent changes Shakes
peare rings on the verbal speed to indicate the speed of the “ action
The actors (and this is a sure sign they had not been told clearly
what to do) seemed always to be moving away from each other
and performing by themselves in a cocoon of spun glass when not
rending the air with ear-splitting yells. O f the mangling o f the
verse I will not speak. The two leading actors (the M ark Antony
and Cassius) who were most at sea were, appropriately enough,
those with the most abused vocal equipment. And it should be
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noted that these two, being more intelligent than is usual with
actors, in their bewilderment were more confused than those of
mediocre ability.
Before concluding it should be stated that all three of these
productions were rapturously received by their audiences, and it
seems that, with the possible exception of first night attendances,
all playgoers are so preconditioned by the press and broadcast
opinion as to be incapable of an honest response : plus the fact
that most of them have no standards of comparison.
What, then, could possibly change this lamentable state of affairs ?
Perhaps the advent of a few clever men possessed of great power
(which they would not abuse) and given time to watch and water
their seedlings while they grew : men of the all-round ability
of a Molifere, with the equivalent of Louis XTVth behind them.
Clever men exist but they are largely devoid of real administrative
power.
The English, it was once said, are a nation of theatre-goers not
theatre-lovers : until a change of essence takes place England
will continue to have the theatre she deserves.
JOHN GARDINER.

LIMELIGHT
IMELIGHT is the most personal film ever made. Its un
shakable detractors, no less than its most breathless admirers,
can agree at least on this.
It is commonly, and rightly, lamented that the commercialism
of the cinema usually makes it impossible for a whole film to have
that unity which comes from the unhampered play of one guiding
mind. The fact that this has been possible for Chaplin makes
Limelight dreadful in a rate and fascinating way. The film perfectly
exemplifies the Freudian description of ait as the product of a
personal obsession. Perhaps King Lear or the last Beethoven
quartets do so no less, but, though Beethoven and Shakespeare
may have been “ hunted out of life to play at being in another
way,” Freud always maintained that the reconciliation between the
private obsessive wish and intractable reality was what gave art
its social value and, indeed, its communicable character. Chaplin
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blithely by-passes the reconciliation with reality altogether. In
result, the film emerges as an embarrassing, long, personal fantasy
too often on a level as low as those day-dreams of revenge in
which, fourteen-year-old boys again, we suavely silence the beastly
schoolmaster with a withering refusal to be caned. “ My dear
Hawkes, while I have every pity for your unfortunate malady,
I fail to see that my becoming the outlet for a frustrated sadist
has anything to do with the acquirement of my education, as I
understand it.” The assumption, in these compensation fantasies,
of a character which one did not then (and does not now) possess,
the would-be splendid phrases which have no sort of eloquence
(since eloquence is never achieved in a mere desire to sound
superior), all irresistibly remind one of this Chaplin film.
The way, in these sweet daydreams, no one ever answers back
or with no more protest than that which calls forth the yet more
crushing retort— is marvellously exemplified. The other dramatis
personae are reduced to providing little more than cues, so that
Chaplin may show us his protagonist being noble, winsome, harddone-by, misunderstood. Short of seeing the film, one could get
a fine idea of its quality by reading Tom Sawyer’s fantasy of
drowning himself to have revenge on his elders ; but, whereas
Twain has made such comic capital of the fantasy-suicide’s lively
desire to be present at everyone’s discomfiture, Limelight is too
miserably the thing itself to have any redeeming irony.
As it begins the story is not without promise but, as the various
elements in the character of Calvero the clown present themselves
for examination, Chaplin effectively neutralises their dramatic
potential by his refusal, or inability, to submit this character to
any sort of criticism whatsoever. Calvero is a great clown, become
a drunken failure. Here one might expect that Chaplin would
have thought interestingly about talent, and the ills that attend it,
but no ! Calvero makes his first appearance reeling drunkenly
down the afternoon street, he fumbles for the latch, and, as he
does so, turns to give a watching child a darling, disarming smile.
There are dozens of complex reasons for alcoholism, not many of
them flattering; but that one smile gives us to understand that
there’s nothing to criticise here, nothing that is not all too human,
cuddly and forgivable.
Later, in his room, he harangues the young ballerina (a would-be
suicide), tells her she must live, in a series o f “ Thinkers’
Library” platitudes (“ millions o f years to evolve human con56
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sciousness and you want to snuff it out like that ”) which are there
not to dramatise the situation but because Chaplin wished to impress
us with his intelligence. In fact, further to feed that impression,
there are even a couple of references to Freud, although the film
is set a few years before the appearance of the first English trans
lations (of course it may be suggested that this prodigy read all the
latest analytical literature in German) and a stiffeningly coy allusion
to Gertrude Stein.
One stroke of invention at least is superb, though presumably
unconscious ; the ballet dancer is hysterically lame, and therefore,
while Calvero endlessly pours forth his wisdom, she, poor captive
audience, may not escape her couch. At one point, when she does
speak, she asks Calvero why he who had been so great has sunk
so drunkenly low ? Here I sat up, hoping that at last some im
perfections in the protagonist would be conceded, and a true dramatic
dialectic might begin ; but alas, I was to be disappointed. Why
is he no longer a successful comedian ? — because he has become
too mature, too wisely questioning to be a mere clown. Why
when so wise did he become a drunkard ? — because he so
generously loved his audiences that, rather than deny them his
talents, he tried to stimulate them (his talents) with alcohol. Never
his fault, you see !
It became clear that Chaplin could allow no criticism of this
man ; and that no sort of drama was going to emerge because, for
the dramatic dialectic to unfold, not less than two equally existing
characters are required. Limelight cannot be said to possess these
requirements.
The Old Clown does not get his young ballerina ; but Chaplin
cannot bear to admit that this is through any inadequacy, or even
to admit what we all know to be true — that the most worthy people
sometimes love and lose. No, the ballerina, loving him desperately,
scorns a young and attractive musician and (superb fantasy stroke
this) it is Calvero who leaves her. It is truly wonderful to watch
Chaplin gratifying the noble-nature, hard-done-by fantasy, No.
I should have left a long time ago — all I want is truth ; truth and,
i f possible, a little dignity, while at the same time making sure,
from the ballerina’s heart-broken entreaties, that we realise no-one
ever could reject him.
Because the character cannot be allowed real defeat, he cannot
be allowed real suffering or knowledge: it is always the world
that is at fault. The difference between “ the others ” in Chaplin’s
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film and “ the others ” in life is that, in life, the others answer back
instead of giving cues, and have thoughts and lives quite as real as
our own. It is by knocking against the reality of these “ others ”
that we define and recognise ourselves, and when our fantasies
leave this out of account, they disqualify themselves from being
art. So little cognisance is there of the various tugs and checks
that facts exert upon the fabric of our feeling that at times, during
the endless monologues between Calvero and the Ballerina, I was
shaken by the impossibility of imagining that any streets or houses,
any sort of world at all, could exist outside the stagey walls of the
room : it became, even more than the chamber in Huis Clos, a
little isolated Hell of egotism.
Lovers of Limelight have praised, among other things, its sense
of place. To go into their reasons, or to examine the extraordinary
praise heaped on this film, is beyond the scope of this article. I
can only register an emphatic denial of any feeling for “ place ”
whatever. Chaplin’s fantasy is so little conditioned by reality
that not even the limiting laws of space temper the autonomy of
his ego. In Chaplin’s great silent comedies “ other things ” were
real enough. In 1 A.M. the taxi door prevented him from getting
his hand into his pocket, the stairs defied negotiation, the bed in
its intractability was one hundred per cent existent. The world
o f objects had a very real life of its own. In Limelight, apart from
the sets that are there because, after all, the actors must have some
thing to act in, the surroundings which so profoundly modify our
wills are raised to no imaginative reality whatever.
It would be strange, in the face of what I have said, if Limelight
were somehow well directed, and of course it is not. There is no
world there for the camera to interpret to us, no oppositions within
the structure of the scene to need the editor’s art. The camera so
dingily records what has been so dimly conceived that, in spite of
its material actuality, it often seems not to be there at all. During
the course of a deplorable though much lauded ballet, there are
two pretty shots from the flies which make one unexpectedly enter
tain the reality of the stage. But to direct Limelight well would
have been to make it unrecognisable.
To talk of this film is inevitably to talk of Chaplin : it is on
Calvero alone that he has lavished his interest and love. It
would be impossible to act this undefined, omnipotent, superman,
and Chaplin is most concerned to avoid any of the irony, criticism,
or contradiction within the character that might have brought it
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to life. His vocal technique has already proved primitive and here
the reason strangely emerges, Charlie is trying to sound “ posh ” :
he adopts a voice which is meant to sound superior, wry and
cutting, but which embarrassingly reminds one of that would-begrand voice made so gorgeously comic by the late Sid Field.
Chaplin is not concerned with showing us anything about Calvero,
but only telling us, telling us how wise, talented and irresistible
he is. Even in his three music hall acts, although he leaves us
in no doubt that these are meant to be very great indeed, he
obscurely misses his former excellence because he is less interested
in showing us something specifically funny than in showing us he
is funny : somewhere one feels the strain, the vulgarity. When
ever, for a rare second, he relaxes from marvelling at his own
wisdom or modesty, he will still perform a gesture or pull a face
that recalls the old detached finesse; the rare luck he had of
finding a mask which, though it seemed nothing like oneself at all,
was nevertheless more marvellously self-expressive than any conscious
effort to express that self about which we are always wrong.
LAURENCE DUNNING.

OPPOSITE NUMBERS
FEW MONTHS ago I considered myself one of the luckiest
people alive. At last I’d found what I had wanted so long :
a place of my own — not just a flat, where only the floors, walls
and ceilings belonged to me, but a home that was really private,
really self-contained ; one of those cottages, relics of times past
and a different way of life, still occasionally to be found in cities.
.Those people will understand my delight who have lived with
strangers under a common roof, and known the endless petty
annoyances which even the best-intentioned human beings seem
inevitably to cause their neighbours. All that was over for me.
No more living with objects not to my taste; no more smelling
other people’s meals ; no more hearing other people’s children,
dogs, radios ; no more of those casual contacts that so easily develop
into burdens ; no more muddles over letters, visitors, phone
messages. What bliss, by contrast, it seemed to live in peace,
with only my own things around me. Never shall I forget the
heavenly quietude of the first days in my new home.
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Of course there was a snag : the cottage was far too expensive
for me ; I had to borrow heavily and against the advice of my
lawyer, who gloomily warned me that I’d never be able to afford
a holiday, that I’d be tied to the place for the rest of my existence.
Why should that worry me, I replied ; why should I ever want to
leave ? At that time, it would have seemed inconceivable that,
in a few short months, I should be longing to get away, driven to
desperation by a drawback far worse than all the irritations caused
by my fellow tenants in earlier situations. Even now, it still seems
preposterous that one’s life can be affected to such an extent by
one single individual who doesn’t even inhabit the same building.
I suppose I ought to have been more aware of the windows of the
house, which, from the opposite side of the street, looked straight
into mine. But, after all, one doesn’t spend one’s time gazing out
of windows ; and wherever one lives in a city there are windows
across the way. Besides, the house opposite was unoccupied ;
I had plenty of time to move in and enjoy my new delicious
tranquillity, before being forced to realise that the narrowness of
the street gave undue importance to this particular set of windows
by which I was overlooked.
It was summer, my windows were standing wide open, when
the sound of windows being opened across the street warned me
that the house was in occupation. I only remember feeling slightly
vexed, vaguely apprehensive, and hoping the owner was not a
person with noisy children or dogs, or someone who would go in
for rowdy parties. There were no more noises just then, and when,
cautiously glancing across, I saw only a couple o f women putting
up curtains, I felt relieved and forgot the matter for the rest o f the
day. I got quite a shock that evening, leaning out of one p f my
upper windows as I was in the habit o f doing when it got cool,
to see a woman opposite doing exactly the same thing. Our faces
were only a few yards a p a r t: but her side of the street was in
deep shadow, twilight was already too far advanced for me to see
her features distinctly ; I told myself I must be mistaken about
the resemblance I thought I saw. The fancy had made me start
back in instinctive alarm ; and, when I next looked, she had
gone.
That night I slept badly, and in the morning felt tense and
uneasy, unable to settle to anything until I’d seen the newcomer
again. I knew I was waiting for her, my eyes kept straying across
the street: yet, when she did appear, I had to fight an unaccountable
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reluctance before I could drag myself to the window; my eyes;
had to be forced in the direction they had been taking of their own
accord until now.
My vis-a-vis stood at her open door in full view in the strong
sunshine. I saw her this time as clearly as, a few moments later,
I saw my own face in the mirror upon the wall. Catching my
eye, she smiled and said Good-morning, adding that she was on
the look out for someone working for her who was late, and,
being unfamiliar with the locality, might have lost the way. She
spoke with a spontaneous friendliness that was very engaging;
it was impossible not to notice that she possessed great natural
charm. But some inhibition prevented me from responding :
instead, I shrank back, just as I had done before, moved by an
almost superstitious sensation I can’t describe, while simultaneously
she hurried into the street, presumably to meet the person she
was expecting. Minutes afterwards, I was still standing in front
o f my looking glass, as if mesmerised, as, in a sense, I was, by
the reflection which resembled a paler devitalised version of her —
it might have been her shadow.
Presently my daily woman came into the room, and I called
her to the window on the pretext of pointing out some flower-boxes
opposite, in which my vis-a-vis was now busily planting out
pelargoniums already in bloom. She wore light-coloured gardening
gloves on her hands, and I recall the way I had to clench my hands
to hide their shaking, as I heard a suppressed exclamation beside
me, and, without looking round, asked my companion as coolly
as I could what had surprised her. I knew she was much toosimple and honest a soul to tell me anything but the truth, though
I believed that her surprise, confirming my suspicions, had told
me everything already. But it was the phrase she used — “ That
lady who’s come to live opposite is the living image of you ” —
that went, with the accuracy of a precise diagnosis, straight to the
heart of my obscure fears.
Those words, springing from the trustworthy intuition with which
simple people are sometimes endowed, come into my mind nearly
every time I look at the house, so clean and well-kept, a model tothe whole street, its windows as bright with flowers in the daytime
as with lights after dark. Well, someone may ask, how doesthis woman make, herself a nuisance to you ? And I can only
answer that she does not — speaking in concrete terms, I’Ve nocause for complaint. Although people are constantly coming,
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in and out of her door and she gives parties that often last until
late at night, she is far from inconsiderate, everything is done in
such an orderly civilised way that one is never disturbed by loud
music or voices or banging doors.
No, it isn’t practical considerations of this kind that make my
position here almost untenable, so that now I long to escape from
the place I once thought so ideal. There is really nothing in the
conduct of my vis-a-vis of which one can reasonably complain.
I ’m sure she still wants to be friendly, that she waits for the least
sign of unbending on my part, and is continually disappointed
by my discouraging attitude. Yet she is not intrusive ; she has
not invaded my privacy in any literal sense. One must credit her
with sensitivity and delicate feeling, since, out of respect for my
wishes, she withdraws from her window at once should I happen
to be looking, and has ceased to smile at me when our glances
meet — as they’re bound to do sometimes, despite my precautions.
Simply by refraining from looking out, I can exclude her altogether,
I’ve trained myself to pass whole days without raising my eyes.
But sooner or later I have to look at the pleasant house, I remember
the words “ She’s the living image of you.” The living im age. . .
How still and stagnant my atmosphere seems by contrast, like a.
house where someone has died. The tranquillity I searched for
so long and found with such triumph seems to be turning into the
peace of the tomb. My life is being ruined by the proximity of
this woman, so like me in appearance, so different in every other
respect — this woman who takes life so gaily, as if happiness were
her right. While I sit here alone and in silence, I can’t forget
that she is surrounded by friends on the other side of the stre e t:
her gaiety and her lighted rooms fill my nights with cobwebs and
shadows ; I feel myself beginning to hate the solitude I have chosen.
Bitterness sweeps over me whenever my vis-i-vis stands at the
window and lifts her confident face to the sun. That face which
ought to be mine claims sunshine, sky, warmth, as its right, Only
in one small thing am I superior to her with all her gifts, for I can
withhold the smile she wants to extort from me. And here I assert
my independence : nothing will make me rele n t; I will never
give in. Why should she, in the midst o f her popularity
and success, concern herself with my unimportant goodwill ?
Sometimes I think that her wish to conciliate me is the most
atrocious factor in the whole intolerable situation. I f she had
taken no notice of me, if from the start she had ignored my existence j
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if she had glanced at me with common inquisitiveness; I should
not now be obliged to feel guilty on top of everything else : I
should not now be faced with the need to detest her.
ANNA KAVAN.

LETTER
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
I have not yet read Mr. Connolly’s book The Missing Diplomats
but will take the earliest possible opportunity to do so. The picture
drawn by your reviewer (The European, April 1953) is so clear in
its awful implication that I am prompted to crave space in which
to give expression to my own views.
Behind all the incredible, impossible mismanagement, carelessness
and utter disregard for the safety — or security — of the com
munity, surely a very simple truth emerges.
■ This is the age of Bad Manners, which end inevitably in in
competence to the degree of sabotage.
W hat has all this to do with the case of Maclean and Burgess ?
I consider, everything. As a nation we are losing one of our greatest
attributes — courtesy and diplomacy, setting up in its place boorish
ness and indifference ; they in turn must lead inevitably to
incompetence, a grave danger to the community in its commerce
with the rest of the world.
Yours faithfully,
R obin Adair

Carrick Beg Cottage,
Carrick on Suir,
Co. Tipperary.
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